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ABSTRACT 

 

It is known that a phase-perturbed object field from a fractal-like rough surface 

illuminated by a partially coherent beam generates speckle on the image plane. In this 

works, aberration effects on Gaussian speckle on the image plane in both perfectly and 

partially coherent systems are theoretically and experimentally investigated. Theory 

shows that the second order statistics of Gaussian laser speckle are independent of odd-

functional aberrations, but they do affect Gaussian speckle contrast in a partially coherent 

system. Furthermore, it is theoretically derived that field statistics of Gaussian laser 

speckle generally become non-circular Gaussian due to aberrations, and an aberration 

effect is asymptotically ignorable for very weak or strong roughness. A brute force 

simulation method is introduced for non-Gaussian speckle in a partially coherent imaging 

system, where speckle irradiance is calculated from a quasi-monochromatic extended 

incoherent source. The source is modeled as a collection of independent point sources 

distributed on a regular grid. The partially coherent speckle pattern is calculated from the 

incoherent sum of coherent speckle patterns in the image plane generated from each point 

source. Speckle contrasts from a brute force model show good agreement with theoretical 

and experimental results. It is determined that non-Gaussian speckle contrast is strongly 

dependent on Hurst exponent of fractal rough surfaces using brute force simulations. The 

concept of a contributing object area at a fixed image point effectively explains the 
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speckle contrast dependency. Measuring spherical aberrations using Gaussian laser 

speckle is discussed as one of applications and future works of the present study.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Motivation 

Randomness is a natural component of light fields, which indicates that statistical 

properties are inherent aspects of optical systems. It is very difficult to observe perfect 

monochromatic wave behavior in practical situations. Therefore, properties of an electric 

field are usually described by statistical moments of spatial and/or temporal variations. 

Statistical properties should be considered as a primary concern in some optical 

applications. For example, if an optical component has surface roughness, the physical 

parameters of the rough surface should be described statistically and, likewise, be the 

electric field. Therefore, investigation of statistical properties of optical field distributions 

in this case is necessary when the randomness is not ignorable. In this paper, the effect of 

partial coherence and aberration on speckle is investigated. 

 A primary example of a system sensitive to random roughness on surface is 

Extreme Ultra Violet Lithography (EUVL), which is a strong candidate for next 

generation lithographic technology. Using very short wavelengths (~13.5nm), EUVL 

systems achieve very narrow line width and make possible fabrication of super large 

integrated circuits.  A EUVL system is composed of two main parts. One is an 

illumination system used to provide bright and uniform irradiance onto a mask. The 

second is a projection system imaging patterns on the mask to a semiconductor wafer. 

Some EUVL illuminating systems have been designed with fly’s eye homogenizers that 
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generate highly uniform irradiance onto the mask plane. Figure 1.1 shows the simple and 

refractive equivalent scheme of a EUVL illumination system. Due to the significant 

reflective power loss in EUVL mirrors, EUVL source must be spatially extended, which 

makes the EUVL system a partially coherent system. The first and second fly’s eyes are 

in one-to-one correspondence, and each fly’s eye channel (first and second fly’s eye) 

illuminates the same area on the mask. The very short wavelength in EUVL causes 

significant phase perturbation upon reflection from mirrors, even with super-polished 

surfaces. The phase-perturbed beams from each fly’s eye surface generate speckle on the 

mask plane, which might deteriorate uniformity of the illumination significantly. The 

illumination’s uniformity can be investigated by considering speckle contrast on the mask 

plane, which is defined  

 ,I
sC

I
σ

=  (1) 

where  Iσ  and I  are standard variation and mean of random irradiance.  

Extended Source Collimator 1st Fly’s Eye 2nd Fly’s Eye Condenser Mask Plane 

 
 S1  S2  

FIGURE 1.1 Simple scheme of Fly’s eye homogenizer for a EUVL illumination system. 

Each fly’s eye channel (first-second fly’s eyes) illuminates same area on the mask plane. 
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1.2. Main assumptions 

Speckle analysis for roughness on first and second fly’s eyes is important, because these 

mirrors have limited longevities and there are hundreds of fly’s eye channels in EUVL 

systems.  The first fly’s eye is conjugate to the mask plane through the second fly’s eye 

and condenser, where the aperture size of the second fly’s eye is a pupil of system S2, as 

shown in Fig. 1.1. The extended source is imaged onto the second fly’s eye by system S1 

of the collimator and first fly’s eye. Therefore, each fly’s eye channel in the EUVL 

illumination system in Fig. 1.1 is a conventional Kohler illumination system, where the 

first and second fly’s eyes serve as the object and the pupil, respectively, of the imaging 

system. In this dissertation, roughness on first fly’s eyes is considered for speckle 

analysis, since it is reasonable to consider that speckle on the mask plane in Fig. 1.1 is 

mainly affected by conjugate planes. It is assumed that roughness on each first fly’s eye 

is independently and identically distributed. Furthermore, roughness on each first fly’s 

eye is assumed as ergodic, where a statistical distribution on a single rough surface holds 

the same statistical information as an ensemble of rough surfaces [1]. 

 There is no refractive material for EUV, so EVUL systems are composed of 

multilayer mirrors. Ideally, surface roughness on all layers of the mirror should be 

considered for speckle analysis. However, it is known that top layer roughness is largest 

and affects the reflected electric field most [2]. Therefore, in this dissertation, a single 

rough surface for the first fly’s eye is considered for a phase-perturbed object field that is  

 ( ) ( )2expxo xo sf i h qπ
λ

⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
, (2) 
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where,  is random height distribution of the rough surface and ( )xoh 2sq =  for a 

normally incident laser beam, which is varied according to system conditions.  For 

example, for transmittance from air into the material of a refractive index , 

. 

rn

( )1s rq n= − sq  contains a cosine factor, due to non-zero incident angle, which is 

ignored in this work without losing generality.   

 Fly’s eye channels in Fig. 1.1 can be considered physically equivalent, except the 

different amount of tilt-like aberration that is introduced by skewed illumination to the 

mask plane for off-axis fly’s eye channels. The effect of optical aberration, including 

effects of tilt, on speckle contrast hasn’t been studied. Therefore, speckle analysis for 

fly’s eye illumination system in Fig. 1.1 is organized as effects of optical aberration and 

partial coherence on speckle from phase a perturbed object field in a generalized imaging 

system, which are the main topics of this dissertation.  

 

1.3. Speckle analysis in a partially coherent imaging system 

Figure 1.2 shows a Kohler illumination system that is considered in this dissertation. 

Roughness on the first fly’s eye is realized by considering rough plates, such as a diffuser, 

attached on the first fly’s eye. The extended source is quasi-monochromatic and 

incoherent, and the optical system S1 is assumed aberration-free. The degree of partial 

coherence in optical imaging system is described by coherence factor that is defined 

 ,s
c

Ep

D
D

σ =  (3) 
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where sD  and  are diameters of the source image on the entrance pupil and of the 

entrance pupil, respectively. When the imaging system has a square pupil, like fly’s eye 

in EUVL illumination system, 

EpD

cσ  is redefined from that  in Eq. EpD (3) is the length of the 

square pupil. A system is more incoherent as cσ  is increased. 

 There are at least three factors affecting speckle statistics in optical imaging 

systems. One is temporal and/or spatial coherence of the object’s illumination. 

Conceptually, temporal and spatial coherence results from the superposition of beams 

with different wavelengths and propagation directions (wave vectors), respectively. 

Therefore, speckle properties change according to the addition of speckle irradiances for 

each monochromatic wavelength and/or wave vector. 

 

Extended Source Rough 
Object 

Image of the Extended 
Source 

Entrance Pupil Exit Pupil Image 
Plane 

 
 S1(Collimator  and First Fly’s Eye)  S2 (Second Fly’s Eye and Condenser)  

FIGURE 1.2. A single fly’s eye channel from Fig. 1.1, which is a Kohler illumination 

system. Image plane is the mask plane in Fig. 1.1. The rough object is attached to the 

first fly’s eye, which simulates surface roughness on that mirror. The source illuminates 

the rough object with a partially coherent beam. Note that S2 has aberrations, including 

tilt.  
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 It is known that decreasing temporal and/or spatial coherence of the illumination 

beam on a rough object is one method for speckle contrast reduction, which has been 

verified with experiment and simulation [3,4,5]. The effect of temporal coherence on 

speckle has been studied in both imaging and far-field diffraction systems [6,7]. Also, 

speckle in far-field diffraction generated from a polychromatic source was theoretically 

developed using a zone model [8]. Recently, speckle suppression by decreasing spatial 

coherence using diffractive optical elements was conceptually and experimentally 

investigated [9]. Pedersen investigated the effect of spatial coherence on Gaussian 

speckle in Kohler illumination system with defocus [10].  

 The second factor is object field statistics. For a phase-perturbed field generated 

by an object’s rough surface, parameters statistically describing the rough surface affect 

speckle statistics. The measured roughness on fly’s eye mirrors shows fractality, where 

the power spectral density (PSD) of a rough surface is described by a negative power 

[11,12]. Fractal rough surfaces have three descriptive parameters, which is one more 

physical parameter of Hurst or self affine exponent compared to conventional description 

for a rough surface using only variance and correlation length [13,14,15,16,17]. Ideal 

fractal roughness is mathematically described by one parameter-Hurst exponent, where 

variance and correlation length are infinite.  Previously, speckle in far field diffraction 

region generated from a phase-perturbed field from ideal fractal roughness was studied 

[18]. Jakeman showed from 1D theoretical development that far-field statistics from an 

ideal fractal rough surface is described by K-distribution [19]. However, in reality, height 

variance and correlation length of a fractal rough surface are limited by a finite physical 
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extent. Furthermore, low frequency components of a rough surface are diminished, due to 

polishing or finishing [20,21]. Many real fractal-like rough surfaces can be described by 

the correlation function 

 ( ) ( )22 exp ,x x H
u o h o corLσ ⎡ ⎤Κ Δ = − Δ⎣ ⎦  (4) 

where 2
hσ , and corL H are height variance, correlation length, and Hurst exponent, 

respectively. Equation (4) is the function of coordinate difference , which indicates 

the rough surface is stationary [1,22]. Note that 

xoΔ

2
hσ  is the height variance for surface 

dimensions much larger than . For the measurement range smaller than ~ , the 

measured height variance is proportionally decreased to 

corL corL

xoΔ , which is the characteristics 

of an ideal fractal rough surface. It have been studied that many real rough surfaces in 

microscopic regions exhibit the correlation function of Eq. (4) [21,23,24]. Even though 

speckle on a far field region from a real fractal rough surface has been experimentally 

observed [25], theoretical analysis for this in an imaging system hasn’t been studied. 

Figure 1.3 show rough surfaces for different Hurst exponents and correlation lengths, 

which are simulated by filtering Eq. (4) on white-noise Gaussian rough surfaces. 
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FIGURE 1.3. Simulated fractal rough surfaces for different Hurst exponents and 

correlation lengths from the filtering process with the correlation function of Eq. (4). All 

units are meters. Height variances for all surfaces are the same as 0.1λ, where λ=13.5nm. 
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 The third factor affecting speckle statistics is the optical system. Speckle in 

imaging systems can be considered as the irradiance distribution resulting from the 

superposition of many randomly de-phased coherent point spread functions (PSFs) [3]. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that optical system parameters related with the 

coherent PSF, such as pupil shapes and aberrations, affect speckle characteristics 

dramatically. It is well known that fully developed Gaussian speckle, where a phase 

perturbed object field is generated from a strong diffuser ( hσ  ≥ ~λ/2), is independent of 

optical aberrations [3]. However, partially developed speckle is strongly dependent on 

optical aberration.  Stetson first experimentally observed the effect of defocus on speckle 

photography [26]. Laser speckle in the imaging system with spherical aberration was 

investigated by Bahuguna et al. using the concept geometrical ray optics [27,28]. Using 

the similar approach of geometrical optics, experimentally observed speckle pattern 

variations for axial and off-axis aberrations are explained [29,30]. Murphy et al. first 

theoretically investigated optical aberration effect on Gaussian speckle, where they 

mathematically developed power spectral density of speckle, and calculated the analytic 

expression of speckle contrast by Fourier transforming the power spectral density [31]. 

They showed that calculation for speckle contrast from the developed theory is nearly 

independent of coma and distortion. Even though their mathematical development is 

splendid, it is difficult to extract physical insight about the optical aberration effect on 

speckle.  

 Even though three main factors affecting speckle in an imaging system are 

separately introduced in previous paragraphs, relative variations of these factors are 
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important for speckle statistics. One example of this is the ratio between the correlation 

length of a rough surface and the main width of a coherent PSF, which is related with the 

number of independent scatterers coherently contributing to the random image field. 

Speckle statistics are Rayleigh or Rician distributions when the statistics of the image 

field for the speckle is Gaussian resulting from a central limit theorem for the large 

number of scatterers [3,32]. Otherwise, field statistics becomes non-Gaussian 

[32,33,34,35].   

 

1.4. Significance of this work 

In this dissertation, the effect of general aberrations on Gaussian and non-Gaussian 

speckle in a Kohler illumination system is investigated, where a phase-perturbed object 

field from fractal roughness generates speckle in the image plane. A quasi-

monochromatic extended source in a Kohler illumination system is considered, so 

speckle contrast variation from spatially partially coherent illumination is also 

investigated. Although this research topic is generated for the specific application of 

EUVL, the topic contains many conceptual questions about second order statistics of 

speckle in an imaging system. Since almost all coherent imaging and non-imaging 

systems contain speckle, the successful progress of this research can be applied to many 

applications. For example, turbulence generating randomly perturbed phase of the electric 

field in astronomic and visual optics produces similar effects [36,37,38]. Understanding 

statistical optical properties on the image plane in such astronomic and visual optics is 

similar to the research of speckle analysis in EUVL. Speckle interferometry is another 
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application, where results of the author’s EUVL research could be applied [3]. Reference 

and test beams from test and reference optical surfaces, respectively, pass through 

different imaging systems. When these imaging systems have different optical 

aberrations, the statistical properties of speckle from these aberrations should be 

considered for extracting precise surface information. 

 

1.5. Dissertation format 

The main body of this dissertation is composed of published papers and manuscripts 

submitted or will be submitted for publication, which are presented in appendixes. The 

present study is described mainly focusing on these appendixes. All these materials are 

written by the author advised by Prof. Tom. D. Milster. Also, other appendixes contain 

MATLAB-programmed software, which are used for calculation and simulation for 

speckle from developed theories and the simulation model.  

 

1.6. Dissertation contents 

Chapter 2 contains Appendixes A and B that describe theoretical developments for the 

effect of optical aberration on Gaussian speckle, Appendix C that is for the simulation 

and experiment for non-Gaussian speckle contrast, and Appendix D that describes the 

effect of fractal rough surface Hurst exponent on speckle in imaging systems.    
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2. PRESENT STUDY 

 

Theory, simulation and experiment for speckle in a partially coherent imaging system are 

summarized in this chapter with manuscripts published, submitted and prepared for 

submission. First, theories for the aberration effect on Gaussian speckle in both perfectly 

and partially coherent imaging systems are summarized. Second, a brute force method for 

simulating non-Gaussian speckle in a Kohler illumination system is introduced. Non-

Gaussian speckle contrast variation according to the self-affine exponent of fractal rough 

surfaces is discussed using brute force simulations. Third, an experiment for measuring 

non-Gaussian speckle contrast is described, which is compared with brute force simulated 

speckle contrast for verification. Finally, summary and future works are presented. 

 

2.1. Theory 

The fourth moment of the random image field should be calculated to strictly evaluate 

speckle contrast on an image plane, which means an eight-dimensional (8D) integration 

should be considered for 2D analysis. Even for a linear and shift invariant system, it is 

extremely complicated to conceptually understand aberration effects on speckle using the 

8D integration. Furthermore, a numerical calculation for speckle contrast using the 8D 

integration requires enormous computing power. Calculating the fourth moment can be 

circumvented, if image field statistics are estimated from appropriate assumptions. For 

example, statistics of a random field on the image plane are Gaussian, which results from 
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the central limit theorem, and the Gaussian moment theorem can be applied to simplify 

the 8D integration [39,40,41]. The simplified equations are easier to conceptually and 

mathematically investigate speckle in aberrated imaging systems. The author has 

developed theories of the aberration effects on Gaussian speckle in both perfectly 

coherent and partially coherent imaging systems.  

 

2.1.1. Gaussian speckle in perfectly coherent imaging systems 

Appendix A is the work of “Effect of optical aberration on Gaussian laser speckle” that is 

published in the January 2009 issue of Optics Express.  Optical aberration effects on 

Gaussian laser speckle are theoretically investigated for both partially and fully 

developed speckle. The system for this theoretical work is the system of Fig. 1.2 with an 

on-axis point source instead of an extended source. Real and imaginary parts of the 

random image field are separately calculated from a phase-perturbed object field 

generated from a plane-wave illuminated diffuser and an aberrated coherent PSF. Note 

that these separated real and imaginary image fields are real Gaussian fields, where the 

Gaussian moment theorem has been applied. The theoretical development using the 

Gaussian moment theorem for a complex Gaussian image field is briefly discussed later 

in this dissertation. Using the Gaussian moment theorem makes the second moment of 

speckle irradiance on the image plane simplified. This second moment is a function of 

aberrations. The theory is developed for a linear and shift invariant optical system, but it 

is valid for off-axis aberrations by considering an isoplanatic patch over the contribution 

area of an object field for a fixed image point. 
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 This theoretical approach derives several conceptual outcomes. First, image field 

statistics are generally non-circular Gaussian in aberrated optical systems, where 

aberrations make the cross second moment between real and imaginary image fields non-

zero. Second, aberration effects on speckle are asymptotically ignorable, if the height 

variance of a rough surface is very large or very small. This result is consistent with 

previous literature, where fully developed speckle is not affected by aberration [3]. Third, 

the second moment of speckle irradiance is independent of a piston term and odd-

functional aberrations, such as coma and distortion, which is consistent with the 

calculation result from P. K. Murphy et al. [31]. However, Murphy et al. don’t 

theoretically derive the general rule for the effect of odd-function aberration on Gaussian 

laser speckle. This derivation is a part of the author’s results. Fourth, Gaussian speckle 

contrast as a functional of optical aberration exhibits a stationary point at an aberration 

free point, where apparently contrast does not achieve a local maximum. However, all 

calculations the author performed with Seidel aberrations show that speckle contrasts are 

minimized at a zero aberration condition. Therefore, it can be stated that optical 

aberrations appear to always increase Gaussian speckle contrast. Appendix E.1.1. 

contains the MATLAB programmed software for calculating speckle contrast from the 

developed theory. 

 

2.1.2. Gaussian speckle in spatially partially coherent imaging systems 

Appendix B contains the manuscript “Effect of optical aberration on Gaussian speckle in 

a partially coherent system” that is in preparation for submitting to a peer-review journal. 
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The effect of optical aberration on Gaussian speckle contrast in a Kohler illumination 

system, as shown in Fig. 1.2 is theoretically developed. As in the case of Gaussian laser 

speckle in Appendix A, real and imaginary parts of the complex image field from a 

phase-perturbed object field and a coherent PSF are separately developed for speckle 

contrast. However, instead of a single on-axis point source as the case of Appendix A, 

speckle contrast is mathematically developed from point sources in an extended source. 

Like Appendix A, the aberrated system is assumed locally linear and shift invariant over 

an isoplanatic patch for a fixed image point. The equation for speckle contrast is 

mathematically structured with the transmission cross-coefficient (TCC) that is a critical 

factor in partially coherent imaging, although functions expressed in speckle contrast are 

different from functions in TCC. Illumination for Gaussian laser speckle in Appendix A 

is generated from an on-axis point source in Kohler illumination system, where speckle 

contrast is independent of odd-functional aberrations. Theory in Appendix B shows that 

contrast of Gaussian speckle generated by off-axis point sources depends on odd-

functional aberrations. Therefore, Gaussian speckle contrast in Kohler illumination 

systems is dependent on both even and odd functional aberrations. 1D calculations from 

the developed theory show that speckle contrast reduction for increasing cσ  is much 

faster in an aberrated system than in an aberration-free system. Even though point sources 

in the extended source are incoherent with respect to each other, speckle irradiances from 

different point sources are spatially correlated, which is also mathematically shown in 

Appendix B. Furthermore, it is conceptually and mathematically shown that aberrations 

decrease the correlation. This decrease is the main reason that speckle contrast reduction 
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is accelerated in an aberrated system. Appendix E.1.2. contains the MATLAB 

programmed software for calculating speckle contrast from the developed theory in 

Kohler illumination systems. 

 

Why should the theory for Gaussian speckle contrast be developed for separated real and 

imaginary fields? 

In previous Sections of the theoretical development for Gaussian speckle contrast, 

complex random image fields are separated real and imaginary fields. For each real and 

imaginary part, the Gaussian moment theorem for a real Gaussian vector is applied to 

simply equations for speckle contrast. In this sub-Section, the problem of directly 

developing the complex Gaussian random image field for speckle contrast is briefly 

discussed. The Gaussian moment theorem for a real Gaussian vector has been 

mathematically derived and discussed in previous literature [39,41], but there is no 

literature dealing with Gaussian moment theorem for a general complex Gaussian vector, 

according to author’s knowledge. Some literature describes the Gaussian moment 

theorem for a circular complex Gaussian vector, where real and imaginary parts are 

uncorrelated [42].  For the current study, complex random image fields cannot be 

considered circular. It is numerically derived by the author that the fourth Gaussian 

moment for complex Gaussian random fields ( )xig  is  
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Equation (5) is basically the same as the Gaussian moment theorem applied to a real 

Gaussian random vector, if all conjugates are removed. Note that 2
Iσ  for speckle contrast 

in Eq. (1) can be calculated by considering 1 2 3x x x xi i i 4i= = =  in Eq.  (5). The complex 

random field on the image plane of S2 in Fig. 1.2 is 

 , (6) ( ) ( ) ( )x α x α αi coh ig f h
∞

−∞

= −∫ d

where  ( )xof  and  are a phase-perturbed object field and the coherent PSF 

of S2, respectively, where both of them are complex functions. A diffraction related 

constant is omitted and a unit transverse magnification is assumed.  Substitution of Eq. 

(x αcoh ih − )

(6) into Eq. (5) results statistical values of the form 

 ( ) ( )1 2x xo of f  and ( ) ( )* *
1x xo of f 2 . (7) 

Usually, the covariance or correlation of a random vector ( )xof  is defined by 

( ) ( )*
1x xo of f 2 . The correlation function for a fractal rough surface of Eq. (4) is also 

from this definition. Terms of Eq. (7) are known as pseudocovariance (i.e. 

( ) ( )1 2x xo of f f f⎡ ⎤ ⎡−⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎤− ⎦ [1]. Neeser and Massey showed that a complex random 

vector is called proper, if terms of Eq. (7) are zero [41]. It is known that a circular 

Gaussian vector fulfills the condition of proper, and numerical calculation proves the last 
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term of Eq. (5) becomes zero for uncorrelated real and imaginary random fields. 

According to the author’s knowledge, pseudocovariance for a fractal rough surface hasn’t 

been discussed, which indicates that theoretical development for speckle contrast from a 

complex Gaussian random image field is challenging. Dividing the random image field to 

real and imaginary fields and applying Gaussian moment theorem for a real Gaussian 

vector to each of them circumvents this problem.  

 

2.2. Brute force simulation 

There have been developed theories for non-Gaussian laser speckle generated by far-field 

diffraction from laser illuminated very strong or weak rough objects, but most of these 

theories use simplified or approximated correlation functions of the rough surface 

[43,44,45,46].  According to the author’s knowledge, there is no theory or simulation for 

non-Gaussian speckle on the image plane from fractal rough objects in a Kohler 

illumination system.  A brute force simulation method is an effective tool for 

investigating non-Gaussian speckle in a Kohler illumination system, which is 

summarized in Section 2.2.1. Using this simulation method, non-Gaussian speckle 

contrast dependencies on Hurst exponent of a fractal rough surface in both perfectly and 

partially coherent imaging systems are discussed in Section 2.2.2.   

 

2.2.1. Non-Gaussian speckle in a Kohler illumination system 

Appendix C presents the work “Simulation method for non-Gaussian speckle in a 

partially coherent system” that is submitted to Journal of Optical Society of America 
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(JOSA) A. The extended incoherent source in Fig. 1.2 is modeled as a collection of 

independent point sources distributed on a regular grid. Convolving the phase-perturbed 

object field from the simulated fractal rough surface from Eq. (4) and the coherent PSF of 

an imaging system generates speckle on the image plane of the imaging system. Tilt 

phase of the illumination beam on the rough object is introduced due to an off-axis point 

source. The incoherent sum of irradiances generated from all point sources in the 

extended source is the speckle from a fractal rough object illuminated by partially 

coherent light. MATLAB programmed software for the brute force simulation is 

presented in Appendix E.1.3. The contrast of non-Gaussian laser speckle from a strong 

rough object is greater than unity, which has been theoretically developed and 

experimentally verified [33,47,48,50,51]. In Appendix C, simulated speckle contrast from 

a strong rough object shows good agreement with the calculated speckle contrast from 

developed theory. Furthermore, Gaussian laser speckle contrast with defocus and 

spherical aberrations from the simulation agrees well with calculated speckle contrast 

from the theory developed in Section 2.1.1.  Experimentally measured speckle contrast 

from a moderate rough surface is also presented in Appendix C for comparison with 

simulated speckle, which is discussed more detail in Section 2.3.  

 

2.2.2. Hurst exponent effect on non-Gaussian speckle contrast 

Appendix D contains the manuscript “Effect of fractal rough surface Hurst exponent on 

speckle in imaging systems” that is submitted to Optics Letters.  Using the simulation 

method in the previous section, non-Gaussian speckle contrast variation as a function of 
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Hurst exponent of a fractal rough surface is investigated. The optical system in Appendix 

D is a 4f system with f=300mm, but the conceptual interpretation for the tendency of 

non-Gaussian speckle contrast variation is applied to any imaging system, including S2 in 

Fig. 1.2. Historically, the ratio of correlation length ( ) of a rough surface and the 

effective width of an object space coherent PSF determines whether the speckle field on 

the image plane is Gaussian or non-Gaussian [3], although a coherent PSF is usually not a 

well- bounded function. This approach is based on the assumption that rough objects are 

described by only two parameters 

corL

2
hσ  and  with specific correlation functions, such 

as the Gaussian function. For a fractal rough surface having the correlation function of Eq. 

corL

(4),  simulation shows that speckle statistics is strongly dependent on the Hurst exponent. 

In Appendix D, the effective width of an object space coherent PSF is defined 

 2
m

o

k
NA
λ

π
= , (8) 

where  is object space numerical aperture, which was theoretically and 

experimentally verified in previous studies [49,50,51,52]. Even though ,

oNA

corL 2
hσ , and  

are the same, Gaussian speckle contrasts in imaging systems are dramatically changed for 

different Hurst exponents. For a strong rough surface (

mk

hσ = 1.5λ in Appendix D), it is 

observed that non-Gaussian speckle shows sC =1 in the larger range of  for smaller 

Hurst exponent. This result indicates that speckle exhibits Gaussian statistical (Rayleigh 

distribution) characteristics over a large range of . The reason for the Hurst exponent 

dependency on speckle contrast is conceptually explained based on the contributing 

mk

mk
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object area for speckle irradiance at a fixed image point. The variation of non-Gaussian 

speckle contrast by Hurst exponent in a partially coherent system is also observed, and 

the tendency corresponds with the concept of a contributing area, where the contributing 

object area is effectively decreased as cσ  in Eq. (3) increases.  

 

2.3. Experiment 

Appendix C contains the experiment for measuring non-Gaussian speckle contrast from 

the rough surface fabricated by a maskless lithography tool (MLT) to verify the brute 

force simulation method [53]. In Section 2.3.1., some quantities affecting speckle 

statistics in an imaging system are briefly mentioned, which should be preserved in the 

procedure of scaling optical systems from short to visual wavelengths. Next, the 

experimental setup in Appendix C is described more detail in Section 2.3.2. Also, the 

speckle summing effect is investigated using the brute force simulation method. Finally, 

the result of Appendix C is briefly summarized.  

 

2.3.1. System scaling 

The motivation of this research is to analyze speckle in EUVL illumination systems, as 

described in Section 1.1. It is reasonable to consider that speckle is more dominant in 

imaging systems using short wavelengths, since random optical paths caused by a rough 

object are increased for shorter wavelength sources. Even though a brute force simulation 

method is an effective tool to analyze speckle in imaging systems of short wavelengths, 

such as EUVL, it is necessary to do experiments to verify the simulation and to catch 
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unexpected factors affecting speckle. Conducting the experiment with short (< 400nm) 

wavelength optical systems is not straightforward. For example, the arduous fabricating 

procedure for EUVL mirrors and the vacuum condition in EUVL system preclude 

verifying the roughness effect estimated from the simulation results. Using an 

experimental setup scaled to visual wavelengths circumvents these difficulties, and is also 

cost and time effective. Exact scaling can be completed by multiplying the scaling factor 

(=λVisual/λEUV) to all parameters, but this method is not realistic. For example, the scaling 

factor for λVisual = 632nm and λEUV = 13.5nm is about 47, which makes the directly scaled 

EUV system huge. Therefore, approximate scaling by preserving several physical 

quantities critical to characteristics of speckle statistics in imaging systems is necessary.  

 The coherence factor in Eq. (3) determines the degree of coherence of the system, 

which affects speckle contrast dramatically. Therefore, overall coherence properties in 

the original and scaled systems should be preserved after scaling. This preservation is 

accomplished by comparing the size of a source image on the pupil and pupil size itself in 

a Kohler illumination system. In other types of partially coherent systems, the coherence 

property is determined by considering image space NA of the illumination system and 

object space NA of imaging system, which should be also preserved in the scaling 

procedure. Once coherence properties in both original and scaled systems are fulfilled, it 

is necessary to scale properly parameters in the imaging system (S2 in Fig. 1.2).   

 It has been theoretically shown that speckle statistics show difference between 

Fresnel and Fraunhofer diffraction regions for an exit pupil and an image plane [49]. 

Physically, if both planes are in the Fresnel regime, the quadratic phase factor on the 
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image plane affects speckle statistics [54], which also destroy the linear and shift 

invariant condition of the system. Therefore, the amount of the quadratic phase should be 

appropriately matched between original and scaled systems.  

Exit pupil 

Image plane 

The amount of quadratic phase 

Coherent PSF

Effective range 

zXp  

FIGURE 2.1. Quadratic phase in image space. If the amount of the phase is small within 

the effective range on the image plane, the exit pupil and image plane can be considered 

to be in the Fraunhofer diffraction region. 

 

 Figure 2.1 shows the concept of the quadratic phase factor. The quadratic phase 

factor is mathematically described by ( )2exp 2xi Xpik z⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

, where x  and  are a 

coordinate vector on the image plane and the distance between the exit pupil and image 

plane, respectively. There is no quadratic phase if the beam propagates only to the curved 

dotted line in Fig. 2.1, whose radius of curvature is , so speckle statistics on the 

curved surface and image plane could be different.  The effective range in Fig. 2.1 is 

defined by considering the point where the effect of an on-axis coherent PSF at that point 

is ignorable for speckle. If the amount of the quadratic phase variation is very small 

within the effective range, the system is considered linear and shift invariant [1,55], 

i Xpz

Xpz
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where there is not much difference between speckle statistics on the curved dotted line 

and the image plane in Fig. 2.1.  

 Physical quantities related with parameters of a rough surface in the original 

system are considered in the scaling procedure. In Appendix C, the rough surface in the 

scaled experimental system is fabricated by the MLT, where patterned photoresist 

(N1822) is coated on a glass plate that serves as a transmittance rough plate [53]. The 

desired rough surface is simulated using the correlation model in Eq.(4), which is scaled 

to 128-bit depth for writing in the MLT. Usually, hσ in Eq.(4) is scaled by the system’s 

wavelength. However, if the original system is a reflective system with a rough object 

with standard deviation , the relationship with the standard deviation of the rough 

surface fabricated from the MLT for the scaled system is 

EUV
hσ

 ( )4Visual EUV
h Visual h EUV rnσ πλ σ λ 1⎡ ⎤= −⎣ ⎦ , (9) 

where is the refractive index of the photoresist. The standard deviation (or variance) of 

the fabricated roughness is controlled by the total power of MLT exposure. The Hurst 

exponent is the same for rough surfaces in both original and scaled systems. Correlation 

length  of a rough object is expressed by the unit of the width of the object space 

coherent PSF in each system, such as  in Eq. 

rn

corL

mk (8). For example,  in EUVL and its 

scaled system are 0.1um and 5um, respectively, and  of the rough surface in EUVL is 

2um, so targeted for the fabricated rough surface is 100um. This relationship makes 

the numbers of scatterers coherently contributing to speckle at a fixed image point 

consistent in both systems.  

mk

corL

corL
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2.3.2. Experimentally measured speckle contrast 

Figure 2.2 shows a simple scheme and the picture for the experimental setup for 

measuring non-Gaussian speckle contrast in Appendix C. The Thorlabs’ 2-inch cage 

system is used for mechanically mounting system’s components. Companies and product 

numbers of each component used in the experimental setup are listed in Table 2.1.  

 

LED array Aperture Band pass filter Square aperture Image plane Polarizer 

Source 
system S1 rough object S2  infinity-corrected objective 

system 

 
Rough object Square aperture Image plane  

FIGURE 2.2. Simple scheme and experimental setup of a Kohler illumination system for 

measuring non-Gaussian speckle contrast. Thorlabs cage system is used for structuring 

and mounting components in the experimental setup. 

 

 An LED array with six high power LEDs and a strong diffuser realize a bright 

incoherent source. They are installed inside a lens tube with an iris diaphragm to prevent 
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unnecessary stray light and to control the size of the source. Initially, an integrating 

sphere was installed to realize a perfect incoherent source, which is shown in the 

experimental setup of Fig. 2.2. However, it is observed that there is no meaningful 

difference of measured speckle contrasts between with and without the integrating sphere.  

Measured central wavelength of the LED source and the band pass filter are 628.9nm and 

629.3nm, respectively, so there is insignificant light loss through the band pass filter. A 

cooling fan is installed to dissipate LED’s heat, which would otherwise cause the LED’s 

power to be decreased and the central wavelength to be red-shifted. For 629.3nm of the 

band pass filter’s central wavelength, the refractive index of the photoresist  in Eq. rn (9) 

is 1.64. Also, there is no significant absorption in the resist. 

 Achromatic doublets (See Table 2.1) are used for setting up S1 and S2 in the 

experimental system. These achromatic doublets are designed for the wavelength of 

656.3nm that doesn’t deviate significantly from the central wavelength of the band pass 

filter. Also, they are anti-reflected coated to minimize light loss from reflections on lens 

surfaces. These achromatic doublets have residual manufacturing tolerances compared 

with their indicated specifications. Therefore, cardinal points of these lenses are 

measured using Nodal slide for alignment. Optical aberrations in S2 with a 25mm 

rectangular pupil are estimated by ZEMAX, where ~0.5λ spherical aberration is 

dominant with other off-axis aberrations present. It is assumed that height positioning 

tolerance of each lens is not beyond ±1mm, where it is investigated by ZEMAX that the 

aberration variation within the tolerance is insignificant. 
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TABLE 2.1. Information of components used in the experiment setup in Fig. 2.2. 

Component Manufacturer Model 
High power LED Cree XR7090RD-L1-R2-K-C-001 

Opal Diffuser for source Edmund Optics NT46-106 
Collimator Edmund Optics NT45-353 

First and Second fly eyes Newport PAC089 
Condenser Newport PAC086AR.14 

Cage systems Thorlabs ⋅ 
Band pass filter Newport 20BPF10-630 
Linear polarizer Newport 10LP-VIS-B 
20X objective Olympus 1-U2B525 

Camera adapter Olympus U-V111 
C-mount adapter Olympus U-V311 

Tube lens Olympus 3-U840EC 
CCD SBIG ST-402ME (1 class) 

xyz-translator for the objective lens Newport 460A Series 
z-motorized actuator Oriel Motor Mike 

Controller for the z-motorized actuator Oriel 18011 Encoder Mike 
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(a) 

Diaphragm Objective lens Linear polarizer Tube lens  Adapters  
(Length: 102mm) CCD 

(b) 

FIGURE 2.3. (a) Basic dimensions of Olympus UIS/UIS2 optical system (b) 

Experimental setup of Olympus UIS optical system and SBIG CCD. 
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 It is well known that speckle contrast is reduced as the pixel measurement area is 

increased, which is named the speckle summing effect [3,56]. In the experimental setup 

of Fig. 2.2 with 25mm square entrance pupil (37.5mm exit pupil), the main lobe width of 

the coherent PSF and the CCD pixel size are 7.6um and 9um, respectively, which means 

that the speckle summing effect would be huge, if no other optical components are used. 

In order to decrease the speckle summing effect, the speckle pattern on the image plane is 

magnified. Figures 2.3 (a) and 2.3 (b) show the basic dimensions and the experimental 

setup of an Olympus infinity-corrected objective system and SBIG CCD, respectively. 

The infinity-corrected objective system is composed of an Olympus 20X (0.5NA) 

objective having a working distance of 1.6mm and tube lenses. The Olympus 20X 

objective is infinity-corrected with fluorite aberration and flat field correction. Most 

modern microscope objectives are infinity corrected, because of several benefits 

compared with an objective lens corrected at finite conjugates. The diaphragm in front of 

the objective lens blocks unnecessary beams and stray light. A glass slide of 0.17mm 

thickness is attached on the diaphragm, because of the required cover glass thickness for 

the objective lens. The objective is mounted on a xyz-translation mount with the z-

motorized actuator having minimum incremental motion of 0.1um, so the effect of 

defocus on speckle can be investigated. In the infinity-corrected space, a linear polarizer 

is inserted. Its measured thickness is uniform, so disturbance of the image field through 

the polarizer is ignorable.  The tube lens is connected to the CCD by adapters designed 

for the Olympus infinity-corrected system, which images the magnified speckle patterns 
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on the CCD panel exactly. The transverse magnification of the objective lens is 20, so the 

effective pixel size on the image plane of Fig. 2.2 becomes 9um/20= 0.45um.   

 Measured height distribution of the fabricated rough surface is used for the brute 

force simulation. Experimentally measured speckle contrasts show a huge discrepancy 

from simulated values, when the system entrance pupil is a 25mm square, which is 

discussed in Appendix C. In Appendix C, simulations with 0.5λ spherical aberration and 

defocus show a large variation of non-Gaussian speckle contrast, but these contrasts are 

different from the experimentally measured speckle contrast. For a much smaller pupil of 

10mm square, speckle contrasts from simulation and experiment agree well, where 

speckle contrast difference is just ~ 3% by cσ ~ 0.75. However, the experimentally 

measured speckle is ~10% lower than the simulated value at cσ ~ 0.9. It is estimated that 

off-axis and even-functional aberration, such as field curvature of the system, might 

affect the speckle contrast discrepancy at high cσ . The effect of off-axis aberration is very 

difficult to simulate using the brute force method. Also, aberration of S1 might be one 

source of the speckle discrepancy, which was studied by Goodman and Rosenbluth, who 

theoretically determined that aberration of S1 affects the mutual intensity of the 

illumination on a rough object in a Kohler illumination system [57]. Even though there is 

~10% speckle discrepancy at cσ ~ 0.9 between experimentally measured speckle and 

simulated values, it can be stated that a brute force simulation method is experimentally 

verified and the simulation is an effective tool to investigate non-Gaussian speckle in a 

Kohler illumination system.  
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 Theory for Gaussian speckle in a Kohler illumination system is developed in 

Appendix B, where Gaussian speckle contrasts with odd-functional aberrations of tilt and 

coma are shown. Even though the speckle contrast discrepancy at high cσ  in Appendix C 

is for non-Gaussian speckle, and calculated results in Appendix B are one-dimensional 

for Gaussian speckle, it is reasonable to assume that the effect of odd-functional 

aberration on non-Gaussian speckle in a partially coherent system is significant. Actually, 

the tendency that experimentally measured speckle contrast is lower than simulated 

values as cσ  increases is shown for a 25mm entrance pupil in Appendix C, if spherical 

aberration of 0.5λ is considered for S2. Therefore, it is concluded that the effect of odd-

functional aberrations (not only field curvature) in S2 is the reason of the speckle 

discrepancy between experiment and simulation in Appendix C. The amount of odd-

functional aberrations in the experimentally built system can be easily increased, for 

example, if the fabricated rough object or lenses of S2 are tilted.  
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FIGURE 2.4. Brute force simulated speckle patterns with effective measurement sizes of 

(a) 0.1um and (b) 0.45um, respectively. Speckle contrast variation versus an effective 

measurement size is shown in (c). hσ  of photoresist having 1.64 refractive index is 0.5λ 

for all cases. The dotted line indicates the effective measurement pixel size of 0.45um, 

which is used in the current experimental system.  
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Simulations for speckle summing effect  

This paragraph briefly investigates variation of speckle contrast versus an effective 

measurement pixel size by brute force simulation. Figure 2.4 (a) shows laser speckle on 

the image plane of Fig. 2.2, which is simulated by a brute force method with square 

entrance and exit pupil widths of 25mm and 37.5mm, respectively. Although not shown 

here, it is observed from simulation that average speckle grain size does not vary 

significantly varied as σ c  increases, which indicates that the speckle summing effect in 

the case of partial coherence can be estimated from coherent speckle. Standard deviation, 

Hurst exponent, and correlation length of the rough surface in the simulation are 0.5λ, 

0.75 and 15um, respectively. It is assumed that the illumination beam transmits through 

the rough object, like the experiment in Fig. 2.2. White rectangular boxes in Fig. 2.4 (a) 

indicate the effective measurement area of 0.45um × 0.45um, as in the current 

experimental setup.  Figure 2.4 (b) shows the speckle patterns recorded by the CCD, 

where irradiances inside the white boxes in Fig. 2.4 (a) are averaged.  Figure 2.4 (c) 

shows the speckle contrast variation versus effective measurement pixel size for three 

different fractal rough surfaces with hσ = 0.5λ of a fabricated N1822 surface. Speckle 

contrast values are calculated from speckle patterns after averaging irradiances inside 

effective measurement areas. The dotted line in Fig. 2.4 (c) represents the 0.45um 

effective measurement pixel. As shown in Fig. 2.4 (c), the reduction of speckle contrast at 

the effective measurement pixel of 0.45um is about 1% compared with the case of 0.1um. 

Therefore, it is concluded that speckle summing effect is insignificant for the magnified 

speckle patterns on the CCD in the system of Fig. 2.3. 
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2.4. Summary and future work 

This section summarizes the present study and describes future works, where the 

theoretical development for aberration effects on non-Gaussian speckle, the experiment 

for measuring aberrations using Gaussian speckle, and the effect of pupil roughness on 

speckle are mentioned.  

 

2.4.1. Summary 

Characteristics of speckle from a fractal rough object in an imaging system are 

investigated according to two main factors – optical aberration and spatial partial 

coherence of illumination. For Gaussian speckle, effects of these two factors on speckle 

contrast are theoretically developed, where several useful concepts are extracted. Non-

Gaussian speckle contrast in a Kohler illumination system is experimentally measured 

using a fabricated rough object from a maskless lithography tool. Experimental results 

also show that non-Gaussian speckle is strongly dependent on optical aberrations, as in 

the case of Gaussian speckle. Experiment verifies that a brute force simulation method is 

an effective tool to investigate speckle contrast in a partially coherent imaging system, 

although its computation time is usually large and it is difficult to simulate the effect of 

off-axis aberration on speckle. Speckle contrast variation due to Hurst exponent (or self-

affine exponent) of a fractal rough surface in both perfectly and partially coherent 

imaging systems is investigated from the brute force simulation. Brute force simulated 

speckle contrast shows good agreement with results from previously developed theories 

that include the theories for Gaussian speckle in this dissertation. In conclusion, speckle 
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contrast with optical aberrations in a partially coherent imaging system is investigated 

using three different approaches – theory, simulation, and experiment in this dissertation, 

and their results show good agreement.      

 

2.4.2. Future work  

Theory for the aberration effect on non-Gaussian speckle 

It is desirable to develop theory for aberration effects on non-Gaussian speckle in both 

perfectly and partially coherent imaging systems. Note that off-axis fly’s eye channels in 

Fig. 1.1 have different amounts of tilt aberration. If Gaussian speckle is generated on the 

mask plane, the developed theory in this dissertation can be applied to analyze speckle in 

a fly’s eye system. However, further development of the theory is necessary, if it is non-

Gaussian speckle. Even though there is a brute force simulation method for non-Gaussian 

speckle in an imaging system, it is difficult to catch physical insights from the simulation. 

Furthermore, investigating the effect of off-axis aberrations on non-Gaussian speckle 

with the brute force method has a formidable obstacle due to huge computation time. 

There are two main approaches for the theoretical development for non-Gaussian speckle 

in an aberrated system. The first is to estimate statistics for non-Gaussian speckle. One 

example is K-distribution. It is well known that K-distribution describes non-Gaussian 

speckle in non-imaging systems [1,58,59,60], but the physical meaning of mathematical 

parameters in the K-distribution has not been elucidated. If a non-Gaussian random 

image field in an imaging system is governed by K-distribution and mechanisms are 

understood, the effect of aberration on non-Gaussian speckle can be theoretically 
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investigated with similar mathematical procedures used in the case of Gaussian speckle in 

Appendixes A and B. The second is to approximate correlation functions of very strong 

or weak rough objects to simplify mathematical procedures. The advantage of this 

method is that theories for non-Gaussian laser speckle in an aberration free system have 

already been developed [50]. It is required to consider optical aberrations to these 

previously developed theories and extend them for the case of partial coherence. Even 

though this theoretical approach cannot be developed for a moderately rough object, the 

concept of aberration effects on non-Gaussian speckle for moderate roughness can be 

understood from cases of weak and strongly rough objects.   

 

Effect of pupil roughness on speckle in imaging systems  

The second fly’s eye is the system pupil for S2 in Fig. 1.1. Although it is assumed that 

object roughness (first fly’s eye) mostly affects speckle on the image system of S2, it 

doesn’t mean that the effect of pupil roughness on speckle is ignorable. Roughness on the 

entrance pupil of S2 is scaled for the exit pupil roughness. From the exit pupil to the 

image plane, situations are similar as in the case of speckle in Fresnel or Fraunhofer 

diffraction, which has been theoretically and experimentally investigated. However, at 

least three major factors should be considered with the pupil roughness to perfectly 

analyze speckle in this situation. The first is optical aberration. Optical aberration is 

residual in many applications and the current situation is not exceptional. The second is 

partial coherence. According to the author’s knowledge, there is no theoretical 

development for effects of partial coherence on speckle in simple diffraction. The third is 
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combining object roughness, where both first and second fly’s eyes are rough. These 

factors can be investigated with pupil roughness separately at the initial step, but finally, 

all factors should be considered simultaneously. The brute force simulation method could 

be considered as a simulation tool for speckle in the imaging system having both object 

and pupil roughness. However, there are several problems to be overcome. It is not 

straightforward to consider the optical system having pupil roughness as linear and shift 

invariant. Even though this assumption would be acceptable under some approximations, 

it is difficult to computationally sample the pupil space appropriately. For example, if a 

rough surface on the pupil plane has a 5um correlation length, the sampling should be 

less than 1um. In order to achieve the 1um sampling on the pupil space, which is the 

frequency domain for object space, the rough object size should be enormous, which 

invokes the problem of requiring enormous computing power.      

 

Measuring optical aberrations using Gaussian speckle 

Recently, technology for a phase shift interferometer has been dramatically developed 

[61,62]. Accordingly, measuring optical aberrations in an imaging system becomes 

increasingly precise. However, using a phase shift interferometer for extracting the 

information of aberrations is possible only for imaging systems in the range of 

wavelengths of which these interferometers work. In lithography and synchrotron 

radiation technologies, where actinic wavelengths are DUV (248nm), EUV (~13nm) or 

x-ray (~ a few nm or angstrom), it is very important to correctly and cheaply test optics 

and imaging systems. However, the advent of interferometers in such short wavelengths 
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is still far distant1. There have been various methods for measuring aberrations in optical 

systems active in short wavelengths [63,64,65]. 

 Effects of optical aberrations on Gaussian laser speckle and Gaussian speckle in a 

partially coherent system are theoretically investigated in Appendixes A and B, 

respectively. From these developed theories, it is possible to extract the information of 

aberrations in an imaging system where Gaussian speckle is intentionally generated. 

Testing camera lens aberrations by observing speckle patterns was introduced, but 

speckle pattern variation itself contains ambiguity [66]. Using the technique of speckle 

interferometry, MTF with some optical aberrations were measured [3,67]. The advantage 

of the current method is to directly measure optical aberrations from speckle contrast that 

is less ambiguous than observing speckle pattern variation. Furthermore, it is not 

necessary to build an additional optical setup, like speckle interferometry.  

 A simple scheme for measuring spherical aberration using Gaussian laser speckle 

contrast is shown in Fig. 2.5. As described in Appendix A, contrast of Gaussian speckle 

on the image plane shows a minimum value at aberration free position. When optical 

aberrations are ignorable by reducing the system pupil as shown in Fig. 2.5 (a), the image 

plane showing a minimum speckle contrast ( ) becomes a paraxial image plane. The 

aberration in the system is increased as the pupil becomes large, as shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). 

If speckle contrast is measured from on-axis irradiances, only spherical aberration and 

defocus affect speckle statistics, where  is shifted due to the spherical aberration. 

The amount of the spherical aberration of the system can be numerically calculated from 

min
zD

min
zD

                                                      
1 4D Technology is currently developing the phase shift interferometer working at DUV. 
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the developed theory by measuring the shifted distance (defocus). The photon-multiplier 

(PMT) on-axis in Fig. 2.5 is one example of measuring speckle irradiance on-axis, where 

the pinhole minimizes speckle summing effect.  Under the condition of stationary rough 

object, PMT measures the ensemble of speckle irradiances by rotating the rough object. If 

an aberration-corrected imaging system that can be used to magnify speckle patterns in 

the wavelength is available, using an array detector with the aberration-corrected imaging 

system, like in this dissertation, is another measurement method for speckle irradiances 

on-axis, which reduces the measurement time dramatically. Other aberrations can be 

estimated using the theory developed in Appendix B, although further research is 

necessary. In Appendix B, speckle contrast is affected by both even and odd-functional 

aberrations, when the illumination onto a rough object is generated by off-axis point 

source. By shifting the point source and the observation image point for measuring 

speckle irradiances, the information for off-axis aberrations and/or odd-functional 

aberrations in image systems could be extracted.  
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Coherent beam Known roughness Rotating system System pupil PMT with a pinhole 

z
Motorized actuator 

 
(a) 

z

 
(b) 

FIGURE 2.5. Simple schemes for measuring spherical aberration using Gaussian laser 

speckle. (a) is for finding a paraxial focal position by reducing the system pupil enough to 

ignore aberrations. (b) is for measuring spherical aberration. 
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APPENDIX A 

REPRINT: EFFECT OF OPTICAL ABERRATION ON GAUSSIAN 

LASER SPECKLE 

 

This paper was published in Optics Express, which is discussed in Section 2.1.1. of this 

dissertation. 
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APPENDIX B 

EFFECT OF OPTICAL ABERRATION ON GAUSSIAN SPECKLE IN A 

PARTIALLY COHERENT IMAGING SYSTEM 

 

This manuscript is in preparation for submitting to a peer-review journal, which is 

discussed in Section 2.1.2. of this dissertation. 
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APPENDIX C 

SIMULATION METHOD FOR NON-GAUSSIAN SPECKLE IN A 

PARTIALLY COHERENT SYSTEM 

 

This manuscript was submitted to Journal of Optical Society of America A, which is 

discussed in Sections 2.2.1. and 2.3.2 of this dissertation. 
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APPENDIX D 

EFFECT OF FRACTAL ROUGH SURFACE HURST EXPONENT ON 

SPECKLE IN IMAGING SYSTEMS 

 

This manuscript was submitted to Optics Letters, which is discussed in Section 2.2.2. of 

this dissertation. 
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APPENDIX E 

MATLAB CODES FOR CALCULATION AND SIMULATION 

 
 
All codes for brute force simulation and calculation from developed theories are 

programmed by MALTAL. The version of MATLAB is MATLAB R2007a. MATLAB 

scripts and functions are in E.1 and E.2, respectively.  

 

E.1. MATLAB Scripts 

 

E.1.1. Speckle contrast for Gaussian laser speckle in an aberrated imaging system 

These scripts are used for calculating Gaussian laser speckle contrast in an aberrated 

imaging system, which is contained in Appendix A. E.1.1.1. is for a fixed image point 

and E.1.1.2. is for fixed aberration.    

 

E.1.1.1. Script for speckle contrast as a fixed image point 

For a fixed image point, speckle contrast is calculated for given both on and off-axis third 

order Seidel aberrations. Since it is known that speckle contrast is independent of odd-

functional aberrations, such as coma and tilt, only defocus, spherical aberration, field 

curvature, and astigmatism are considered.  
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%%%units are [um] 
  
lambda      = 629.3e-3; %Wavelength 
SigmaH      = lambda*1; %consider reflection of normal incident to mirror 
PSDinfo     = [SigmaH, 0.8, 15]; 
% [X, Y, Z]: [Height standard deviation, Hurst exponent, correlation length] 
  
Dxr         = 0.5; %Sampling for the fractal correlation function 
Nr          = 3645; %number of sampling, Nr must be odd number 
  
CondenserF  = 150e3; %effective focal length of condenser 
fsystem     = 300e3; 
Magp        = 1; %pupil magnification 
DEp         = 20e3; %entrance pupil(Ep) size of S2 
DXp         = DEp*Magp; %exit pupil(Xp) size of S2 
Zo          = fsystem; 
Zp          = fsystem; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tic  
  
Mag = -Zp/Zo; 
  
H = PSDinfo(2); 
CorrelL = PSDinfo(3); 
  
sEOIr = Dxr*((Nr-rem(Nr,2))/2); 
xrS = oddarray(sEOIr,Dxr); 
yrS = xrS; 
[XrS, YrS] = meshgrid(xrS, yrS); 
R = sqrt(XrS.^2+YrS.^2); 
xi = xrS*abs(Mag); 
yi = xi; 
Dx = Dxr*abs(Mag); 
  
covari = SigmaH^2*exp(-(R./CorrelL).^(2*H)); 
  
[XrS, YrS] = meshgrid(xrS, yrS); 
psfzero = 1.22*lamda*abs(Zp)/DXp; 
  
meanI = exp(-(2*pi/lamda)^2 *max(max(covari))); 
ralpha = exp((2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); 
rbeta = exp(-(2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); 
  
Ralpha = fourier(ralpha-1); 
Rbeta = fourier(rbeta-1); 
  
% largest pupil value 
Umax = 1/(2*Dxr); 
urF = linspace(-Umax,Umax,Nr*1); 
[UxrF,UyrF] = meshgrid(urF,urF); 
ethap = DEp/Zo/abs(Mag)/lamda; 
%-------- 
  
cPSF = ((UxrF >= -ethap/2) & (UxrF <= ethap/2)) & ((UyrF >= -ethap/2) & (UyrF <= ethap/2)); 
indx = find(((UxrF >= -ethap/2) & (UxrF <= ethap/2)) & ((UyrF >= -ethap/2) & (UyrF <= ethap/2))); 
side = sqrt(length(indx)); 
indx1D = find((urF >= -ethap/2) & (urF <= ethap/2)); 
  
RalphaPart = Dxr^2*reshape(Ralpha(indx), side, side); 
RbetaPart = Dxr^2*reshape(Rbeta(indx), side, side); 
cPSF = reshape(double(cPSF(indx)), side,side); 
urF = urF(indx1D); 
  
Ralpha = interp2(real(RalphaPart),2); 
Rbeta = interp2(real(RbetaPart), 2); 
CPSF = interp2(cPSF, 2); 
NewN = length(Ralpha); 
urF = linspace(urF(1), urF(end), NewN); 
  
clear('ralpha','rbeta','covari','UxrF','UyrF','YrS','XrS','R') 
  
field = [0 0]; 
% SeidalCoeff: (W100, W020, W040, W220, W222) units are lamda 
W100 = 0; 
W020 = -0.6:0.05:0.6; 
W040 = 0.25; 
W220 = 0; 
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W222 = 0; 
% W220 = -0.5:0.05:0.5; 
% W222 = -0.5:0.05:0.5; 
  
NA020 = length(W020); 
NA040 = length(W040); 
NA220 = length(W220); 
NA222 = length(W222); 
  
CorrelRI = zeros(NA020,NA220,NA222,NA040); 
uniNoCol = zeros(NA020,NA220,NA222,NA040); 
uniCol = zeros(NA020,NA220,NA222,NA040); 
  
for a=1:NA020 
    for b=1:NA220 
        for c=1:NA222 
            for d=1:NA040 
                SeidalCoeff = lamda*[W100 0 W020(a) W040(d) W220(b) 0 0 W222(c)]; 
                [CorrelRI(a,b,c,d), uniNoCol(a,b,c,d),uniCol(a,b,c,d)] =... 
                    SpeckleUni2D(lamda,field,SeidalCoeff,meanI,Ralpha,Rbeta,urF,CPSF); 
            end 
        end 
        fprintf('.') 
    end 
    fprintf('\nFinish %g group\n',a) 
end 
  
CorrelRI = squeeze(CorrelRI); 
uniCol = squeeze(uniCol); 
  
figure; imagesc(W020,W040, uniCol); title('Speckle Contrast'); 
figure; imagesc(W020,W040, CorrelRI); title('2nd Cross Moment'); 
 
 
 

 
E.1.1.2. Script for speckle contrast as fixed aberration 

For the fixed combination of third order Seidel aberrations, speckle contrast is calculated 

on the image plane with image heights HX and HY.  

%%% units are [um] 
  
lamda       = 13.5e-3; %Wavelength 
SigmaH      = lamda*1; %consider reflection of normal incident to mirror 
PSDinfo     = [SigmaH, 0.5, 0.02]; 
 
Dxr         = 0.004; 
Nr          = 3645;  
  
SecondF     = 800e3; %effective focal length of second fly's eye 
CondenserF  = 300e3; %effective focal length of condenser 
Magp        = 1.5; %pupil magnification 
DEp         = 40e3; %entrance pupil(Ep) size of S2 
DXp         = DEp*Magp; %exit pupil(Xp) size of S2 
Zo          = 800e3; %distance between EOI and FPP of second fly's eye 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
tic 
[Zp, Mag] = FindZpMag(SecondF, CondenserF,-Zo);  
H = PSDinfo(2); 
CorrelL = PSDinfo(3); 
  
sEOIr = Dxr*((Nr-rem(Nr,2))/2); 
xrS = oddarray(sEOIr,Dxr); 
yrS = xrS; 
[XrS, YrS] = meshgrid(xrS, yrS); 
R = sqrt(XrS.^2+YrS.^2); 
xi = xrS*abs(Mag); 
yi = xi; 
Dx = Dxr*abs(Mag); 
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covari = SigmaH^2*exp(-(R./CorrelL).^(2*H)); 
  
[XrS, YrS] = meshgrid(xrS, yrS); 
psfzero = lamda*abs(Zp)/DXp; 
  
meanR = exp(-2*(pi/lamda)^2 *max(max(covari))); 
ralpha = exp((2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); 
rbeta = exp(-(2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); 
  
Ralpha = fourier(ralpha-1); 
Rbeta = fourier(rbeta-1); 
  
% largest pupil value 
Umax = 1/(2*Dxr); 
urF = linspace(-Umax,Umax,Nr*1); 
[UxrF,UyrF] = meshgrid(urF,urF); 
ethap = DEp/Zo/abs(Mag)/lamda; 
%-------- 
  
cPSF = ((UxrF >= -ethap/2) & (UxrF <= ethap/2)) & ((UyrF >= -ethap/2) & (UyrF <= ethap/2)); 
indx = find(((UxrF >= -ethap/2) & (UxrF <= ethap/2)) & ((UyrF >= -ethap/2) & (UyrF <= ethap/2))); 
  
% cPSF = (UxrF.^2+UyrF.^2) <= (ethap/2).^2; 
% indx = find((UxrF.^2+UyrF.^2) <= (ethap/2).^2); 
  
side = sqrt(length(indx)); 
indx1D = find((urF >= -ethap/2) & (urF <= ethap/2)); 
  
RalphaPart = Dxr^2*reshape(Ralpha(indx), side, side); 
RbetaPart = Dxr^2*reshape(Rbeta(indx), side, side); 
cPSF = reshape(double(cPSF(indx)), side,side); 
urF = urF(indx1D); 
  
Ralpha = interp2(real(RalphaPart),2); 
Rbeta = interp2(real(RbetaPart), 2); 
cPSF = interp2(cPSF, 2); 
NewN = length(Ralpha); 
urF = linspace(urF(1), urF(end), NewN); 
  
clear('ralpha','rbeta','covari','UxrF','UyrF','YrS','XrS','R') 
  
% SeidalCoeff: (W100, W111, W020, W040, W220, W131, W311, W222) units are lamda  
SeidalCoeff = lamda*[0 0 0.5 -0.1 0 0 0 0]; 
% field: (xi, yi); image position. -sqrt(0.5)<(xi,yi)<sqrt(0.5); 
field = zeros(1,2); 
Nfield =1; 
CorrelRI = zeros(Nfield,Nfield); 
uniNoCol = zeros(Nfield,Nfield); 
uniCol = zeros(Nfield,Nfield); 
xfield = linspace(-sqrt(0),sqrt(1),Nfield); 
yfield = linspace(-sqrt(0),sqrt(1),Nfield); 
for a=1:Nfield 
    for b=1:Nfield 
        field = [xfield(a) yfield(b)]; 
        [CorrelRI(a,b),uniNoCol(a,b),uniCol(a,b)] = 
SpeckleUni2D(lamda,field,SeidalCoeff,meanR,Ralpha,Rbeta,urF,cPSF); 
%         if abs(CorrelRI) < 1e-5; keyboard; end  
    end 
    fprintf('Calculated speckle uniformity for fleld line,%g\n',xfield(a)) 
end 
  
% figure; imagesc(xfield,yfield,uniNoCol); title('Speckle Contrast (No correlation)'); 
figure; imagesc(xfield,yfield,uniCol); title('Speckle Contrast (Correlation)'); 
figure; imagesc(xfield,yfield,CorrelRI); title('Cross correlation'); 
  
toc 
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E.1.2. Speckle contrast for Gaussian laser speckle in an aberrated partially coherent 

imaging system 

These scripts are used for 1D calculating Gaussian laser speckle contrast in an aberrated 

partially coherent imaging system, which is contained in Appendix B. F.1.2.1. is for fixed 

coherence factor cσ  and F.1.1.2. is for fixed Seidel aberration. 

 

E.1.2.1. Script for speckle contrast for fixed coherence factor 

Speckle contrast versus third-order Seidel aberration for fixed coherence factor is 

calculated. Only one kind of Seidel aberration is possible for each calculation. 

%%% units are um 
  
lamda       = 193e-3; %Wavelength 
SigmaH      = lamda*0.05;  
PSDinfo     = [SigmaH, 0.5, 1.5]; 
% [X, Y, Z]: [Height standard deviation, Hurst exponent, correlation length] 
  
Dxr         = 0.5; %Sampling for the fractal correlation function 
Nr          = 3645; %number of sampling, Nr must be odd number 
Npupil      = 1001; 
  
SecondF     = 800e3; %effective focal length of second fly's eye 
CondenserF  = 300e3; %effective focal length of condenser 
Magp        = 1.5; %pupil magnification 
DEp         = 3e3; %entrance pupil(Ep) size of S2 
DXp         = DEp*Magp; %exit pupil(Xp) size of S2 
Zo          = 800e3; %distance between EOI and FPP of second fly's eye 
  
DsouR       = 0.8; %ratio of source image on pupil 
Sfactor     = 5; %source sampling =(Sampling of Xp*Sfactor)  
xi          = 1; %normalized observation point (0 ~ 1) 
% The amounts of off-axis aberrations are for xi = 0 
% Wcoeffi = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
% %[W020, W111, W040, W220, W131, W311, W222] units are waves 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
IncoherentFactor = 0:0.2:0.8; %desired incoherent factor 
IncoFactorN = length(IncoherentFactor); 
  
% SeidalCoeff: (W100, W020, W040, W220, W222) units are lamda 
W020 = -1:0.1:1; 
W111 = 0; 
W040 = 0; 
W220 = 0; 
W131 = 0; 
W311 = 0; 
W222 = 0; 
  
NA020 = length(W020); 
SpeckleCAberr = zeros(IncoFactorN,NA020); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
[Zp, Mag] = FindZpMag(SecondF, CondenserF,-Zo);  
H = PSDinfo(2); 
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CorrelL = PSDinfo(3); 
  
sEOIr = Dxr*((Nr-rem(Nr,2))/2); 
xrS = oddarray(sEOIr,Dxr); 
  
covari = SigmaH^2*exp(-(abs(xrS)./CorrelL).^(2*H)); 
psfzero = lamda*abs(Zp)/DXp; 
  
meanR = exp(-2*(pi/lamda)^2 *max(covari)); 
ralpha = exp((2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); %CHECK this fcn for Dxr and Nr 
rbeta = exp(-(2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); 
  
Ralpha = Dxr*fourier(ralpha-1); 
Rbeta = Dxr*fourier(rbeta-1); %CHECK this fcn for Dxr and Nr 
  
% largest pupil value 
Umax = 1/(2*Dxr); 
urF = linspace(-Umax,Umax,Nr*1); 
ethap = DEp/Zo/abs(Mag)/lamda; 
%-------- 
  
%%% array for the extended source 
Xip = linspace2(ethap/2, Npupil); %make the array (-ethap/2 ~ ethap/2) with # of Npupil 
DxNurF = Xip(2)-Xip(1); 
Ds = DxNurF*Sfactor; % Sfactor>1 makes the pixel width (Ds) for the extended source wider 
rho = oddarray(ethap*DsouR/2,Ds); % coordinates for extended source image on exit pupil 
  
NewXip = NewNurF(Xip, rho); 
Ralpha = interp1(urF, real(Ralpha), NewXip); 
Rbeta = interp1(urF, real(Rbeta), NewXip); 
  
for a1 = 1:NA020 
  
Wcoeffi = [W020(a1) 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
  
cPSF = ones(1, Npupil); 
%%% real and imaginary covariances 
[Psi1_rho1, McPSFP1] = Psi_rho(cPSF, Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi, 11); 
[Psi1_rho2, McPSFP2] = Psi_rho(cPSF, Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi, 12); 
Psi2_rho1 = Psi1_rho1; 
[Psi2_rho2, McPSFN2] = Psi_rho(cPSF, Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi, 22); 
  
MRealv1 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi1_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi1_rho2, McPSFP2, Ralpha, 'cos'); 
MRealv2 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi2_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi2_rho2, McPSFN2, Rbeta, 'cos'); 
MRIv1 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi1_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi1_rho2, McPSFP2, Ralpha, 'sin'); 
MRIv2 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi2_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi2_rho2, McPSFN2, Rbeta, 'sin'); 
  
MRealv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(MRealv1+MRealv2); 
MImagv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(MRealv1-MRealv2); 
MRIv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(MRIv1-MRIv2); 
MIRv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(-MRIv1-MRIv2); 
  
%%% calculation for real and imaginary means 
[MCr, MCi] = Cal_mean(Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi); 
MCr = (meanR/abs(Mag)).*MCr; 
MCi = (meanR/abs(Mag)).*MCi; 
  
[SpeckleC,Nrho] = SpeckleC_Sou(MRealv, MImagv, MRIv, MIRv, MCr, MCi, rho); 
Nrho = Nrho/ethap*2; 
  
if a1 == 1 
    for a2 = 1:IncoFactorN 
        NDs = Nrho(2)-Nrho(1); 
        IncoFacIndx(a2)=find(IncoherentFactor(a2)-NDs/2 <= Nrho & IncoherentFactor(a2)+NDs/2 > Nrho); 
    end 
end 
  
SpeckleCAberr(:,a1) = SpeckleC(IncoFacIndx); 
fprintf('Aberration %g out of %g is finished\n',a1,NA020) 
end 
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E.1.2.2. Script for speckle contrast for fixed aberration 

Speckle contrast versus coherence factor for fixed combination of Seidel aberrations is 

calculated.  

%%% This is for aberration effect in partially coherent system (1D) 
%%% units are [um] 
  
lamda       = 13.5e-3; %Wavelength 
SigmaH      = lamda*.2; %consider reflection of normal incident to mirror 
PSDinfo     = [SigmaH, 0.5, 0.03]; 
% spherical   = -0.5*lamda; %spherical aberration value at pupil of DXp/2*sqrt(2) 
  
Dxr         = 0.5; %Sampling for the fractal correlation function 
Nr          = 3645; %number of sampling, Nr must be odd number 
Npupil      = 1001;  
  
SecondF     = 800e3; %effective focal length of second fly's eye 
CondenserF  = 300e3; %effective focal length of condenser 
Magp        = 1.5; %pupil magnification 
DEp         = 15e3; %entrance pupil(Ep) size of S2 
DXp         = DEp*Magp; %exit pupil(Xp) size of S2 
Zo          = 800e3; %distance between EOI and FPP of second fly's eye 
  
DsouR       = 0.02; %ratio of source image on pupil 
Sfactor     = 5; %source sampling =(Sampling of Xp)/Sfactor  
xi          = 1; %normalized observation point (0 ~ 1) 
% The amounts of off-axis aberrations are for xi = 1 
Wcoeffi = [0 0 0 0 0 0 0]; 
%[W020, W111, W040, W220, W131, W311, W222] units are waves 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
[Zp, Mag] = FindZpMag(SecondF, CondenserF,-Zo);  
H = PSDinfo(2); 
CorrelL = PSDinfo(3); 
  
sEOIr = Dxr*((Nr-rem(Nr,2))/2); 
xrS = oddarray(sEOIr,Dxr); 
  
covari = SigmaH^2*exp(-(abs(xrS)./CorrelL).^(2*H)); 
psfzero = lamda*abs(Zp)/DXp; 
  
meanR = exp(-2*(pi/lamda)^2 *max(covari)); 
ralpha = exp((2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); 
rbeta = exp(-(2*pi/lamda)^2.*covari); 
  
Ralpha = Dxr*fourier(ralpha-1); 
Rbeta = Dxr*fourier(rbeta-1); 
  
% largest pupil value 
Umax = 1/(2*Dxr); 
urF = linspace(-Umax,Umax,Nr*1); 
ethap = DEp/Zo/abs(Mag)/lamda; 
%-------- 
  
%%% array for the extended source 
Xip = linspace2(ethap/2, Npupil); %make the array (-ethap/2 ~ ethap/2) with # of Npupil 
DxNurF = Xip(2)-Xip(1); 
Ds = DxNurF*Sfactor; % Sfactor>1 makes the pixel width (Ds) for the extended source wider 
rho = oddarray(ethap*DsouR/2,Ds); % coordinates for extended source image on exit pupil 
  
NewXip = NewNurF(Xip, rho); 
Ralpha = interp1(urF, real(Ralpha), NewXip); 
Rbeta = interp1(urF, real(Rbeta), NewXip); 
  
cPSF = ones(1, Npupil); 
%%% real and imaginary covariances 
[Psi1_rho1, McPSFP1] = Psi_rho(cPSF, Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi, 11); 
[Psi1_rho2, McPSFP2] = Psi_rho(cPSF, Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi, 12); 
Psi2_rho1 = Psi1_rho1; 
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[Psi2_rho2, McPSFN2] = Psi_rho(cPSF, Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi, 22); 
  
MRealv1 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi1_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi1_rho2, McPSFP2, Ralpha, 'cos'); 
MRealv2 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi2_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi2_rho2, McPSFN2, Rbeta, 'cos'); 
MRIv1 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi1_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi1_rho2, McPSFP2, Ralpha, 'sin'); 
MRIv2 = DxNurF*IntegralComp(Psi2_rho1, McPSFP1, Psi2_rho2, McPSFN2, Rbeta, 'sin'); 
  
MRealv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(MRealv1+MRealv2); 
MImagv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(MRealv1-MRealv2); 
MRIv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(MRIv1-MRIv2); 
MIRv = 0.5*(meanR/abs(Mag))^2.*(-MRIv1-MRIv2); 
  
%%% calculation for real and imaginary means 
[MCr, MCi] = Cal_mean(Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi); 
MCr = (meanR/abs(Mag)).*MCr; 
MCi = (meanR/abs(Mag)).*MCi; 
  
[SpeckleC,Nrho] = SpeckleC_Sou(MRealv, MImagv, MRIv, MIRv, MCr, MCi, rho); 
Nrho = Nrho/ethap*2; 

 

E.1.3. Script for brute force simulation  

%%% this is for simulating Irradiance on the reticle plane for the Nikon 
%%% Brute force simulation 
  
%%% Uniform point source distribution (Circular extended source) 
%%% Single Fly's Eye channel 
   
global lambda 
PathName    = 'C:\dyk\Research\EUV\Matlab\GenSpeCal'; %%saved all irradiance files 
  
%%variables for extended source%%%%%%%%% 
SouLR       = 100e-6; %lattice length 
SouRad      = [000e-6,1500e-6]; %extended source outer radius 
lambda      = 632e-9; %for a single wavelength 
  
%%effective focal length of a system%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fColl       = 150e-3; %collimator to an object 
fsystem     = 600e-3; %focal length in 4f system 
Zo          = fsystem;  
% Zo: distance between a rough object and entracne pupil of S2 
DEpR        = [55:-5:20 17.5 15]*1e-3; % DEpR: Entrance pupil for S2; 
  
SigmaN      = 1.5; % Height standard variation for the rough object  
TransFactor = 1; % For nr = 1.64, TransFactor = 0.64. 
  
PSDinfo     = [lambda*SigmaN, 1, 25e-6;]; %PSDinfo = [SD, H, correlation Length]; 
  
W020        = 0.0*lambda; %defocus value at pupil of DEp/2*sqrt(2) 
W040        = 0.0*lambda; %spherical aberration value at pupil of DEp/2*sqrt(2) 
  
% fEOI        = 300e-3; %focal length of the EOI 
  
cPSFCut     = 20; % cPSFw*cPSFCut = Cut length for image    
Repeat      = 5; % Repeat simulation for mean values 
Ns          = 35; %Ns*Ns = desired speckle grain number on image   
psfN        = 15; %Dxr = psfzero/psfN 
Fname1      = 'PupilF55T15mmCs_'; %%All saved file names start from this  
%%end of input variables %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
CircularP   = 1.22; %% circular pupil 
  
tic 
  
cd(PathName); 
  
% %%%Fly's eye (Nikon model) 
% %%%Calculate Maginfication of S2 and distance between Xp and image plane 
% [Zp, Mag] = FindZpMag(SecondF, CondenserF,-Zo);  
% %Zp: distance between Xp and image plane 
% %Mag: magnification of S2 
  
%%% 4f system 
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Magp = 1; 
Zp = Zo; 
Mag = -1; 
  
  
SL = num2str(SouLR*1e6); %%[um] source sampling length 
  
sx = -SouRad(2):SouLR:SouRad(2); 
sy = sx; 
[SX,SY] = meshgrid(sx,sy); 
  
LayerN1 = floor((SouRad(1)+1e-9)/SouLR); 
LayerN2 = floor((SouRad(2)+1e-9)/SouLR); 
SLayer = LayerN2 - LayerN1 + 1; 
  
Para = length(DEpR); 
Contrast = zeros(Repeat,Para,SLayer); 
cPSFw = zeros(1,Para); %coherent PSF width (psfzero*2/abs(Mag)) 
SouD = (SouRad(1):SouLR:SouRad(2)).*2; 
CF = zeros(Para,SLayer); 
  
for De = 1:Para 
     
    DEp = DEpR(De); 
    DXp = DEp*Magp; %exit pupil(Xp) size of S2 
  
    psfzero = lambda*abs(Zp)/DXp*CircularP; %%first zero in psf for the longest wavelength 
     
    Dxr = ((round((psfzero/psfN)*1e7))*1e-7)/abs(Mag); 
  
    SampleN = zeros(44,1); 
    Indx = 0; 
  
    for a=1:6 
        for b=1:4; 
            for c=1:2 
            Indx = Indx + 1; 
            SampleN(Indx) = 3^(a-1)*5^(b-1)*7^(c-1); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    SampleN = sort(SampleN); 
     
    %%% See research note p146 
    Nr1 =(Ns+cPSFCut)*2*psfzero/Dxr/abs(Mag); 
    Nr = SampleN(find(SampleN > Nr1, 1 )); 
  
    DE = num2str(De); 
    fprintf('****************************************************************\n') 
    fprintf('Simulating for a pupil #%s\n',DE)  
    fprintf('Sampling size and number: [%gum, %g]\n', Dxr*1e6, Nr); 
    fprintf('Size of a rough surface: %gmm\n', Dxr*1e3*Nr); 
    fprintf('Correlation area number in this simulation: %g\n', round(Nr*Dxr/PSDinfo(3))^2);  
    fprintf('Coherent PSF widths in object and image spaces: [%gum, %gum]\n', 
2*psfzero*1e6/abs(Mag),2*psfzero*1e6); 
    fprintf('Actual speckle grain number in simulated image: %g\n', Nr*Dxr*abs(Mag)/(2*psfzero)-
cPSFCut);  
    fprintf('****************************************************************\n') 
  
    %%half size of the local part-EOI 
    sEOIr = Dxr*((Nr-rem(Nr,2))/2); 
    xrS = oddarray(sEOIr,Dxr); %%coordinates for the EOI centered at [0,0] 
  
    %%coordinate for local reticle plane (considering Dxpsf*CutP on each side) 
    yrS = xrS; 
    xi  = xrS*-Mag; 
    yi  = yrS*-Mag; 
    Dx  = Dxr*-Mag; 
  
    [XrS, YrS] = meshgrid(xrS, yrS); 
    % AddOPD = (XrS.^2 + YrS.^2)./2 * (1/Zo-1/fEOI); 
  
    Cutposition = find(xi <= psfzero*cPSFCut+Dx/2 & xi > psfzero*cPSFCut-Dx/2); 
    CutP = Cutposition-(Nr-rem(Nr,2))/2 ; %%cut pixel number for one side of Ei 
  
    xi = xi(1+CutP:Nr-CutP); 
    yi = yi(1+CutP:Nr-CutP); 
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    Umax = 1/(2*Dxr); 
    urF = linspace(-Umax,Umax,Nr*1); 
    [UxrF,UyrF] = meshgrid(urF,urF); 
    U = sqrt(UxrF.^2 + UyrF.^2); 
  
    ethap = DEp/Zo/(-Mag)/lambda;  
    % exit pupil expressed in entrance pupil coordinates  
    % see research note page 36~37 and 79~80 
  
  
    NPSF = U <= ethap/2; 
    U = U./(ethap/2); %normalized U=1 at U = ethap/2 
  
    % NPSF = ((UxrF >= -ethap/2) & (UxrF <= ethap/2)) & ((UyrF >= -ethap/2) & (UyrF <= ethap/2)); 
    % U = U./(ethap/2*sqrt(2)); %normalized U=1 at U = ethap/2*sqrt(2) 
  
    % Add aberration term (defocus and spherical) 
    DefAberWave = W020.*U.^2; 
    SphAberWave = W040.*U.^4; 
    AberPhase = exp(i*(2*pi/lambda).*(DefAberWave+SphAberWave));  
    NPSF = NPSF.*AberPhase;  
    clear('AberPhase','DefAberWave','SphAberWave','U'); 
  
%     TotalIr = zeros(Nr-2*CutP, (Nr-2*CutP)*Repeat); 
  
    for Re = 1:Repeat 
  
        SumIr = zeros(Nr-2*CutP,Nr-2*CutP); 
        RE = num2str(Re); 
        rough = genfractal(xrS, PSDinfo);  
        % load MeaRou3P_01_27 
        % load MeasureRough 
  
        if length(rough) ~= Nr 
            [Xr, Yr] = meshgrid(xr, yr); 
            rough = interp2(Xr, Yr, rough, XrS, YrS, 'nearest'); 
            clear('Xr', 'Yr','XrS','YrS'); 
        end 
  
        fprintf('Standard deviation of the generated rough surface: %gnm\n', std2(rough)*1e9); 
         
        LsouR = SouRad(2)+SouRad(2)*1e-5; 
        tSN = sum(sum(sqrt(SX.^2+SY.^2) < LsouR)); 
        cSN = 0; %%Total Source Number of Simulated 
        Sarray = []; 
  
        for Sn = 1:SLayer 
  
%             if Sn == SLayer-10; keyboard; end 
  
            SouR= SouRad(1)+SouLR*(Sn-1); 
            SouR = SouR + 1e-9; %%1e-9 is for preventing numerial error 
  
            Splane = sqrt(SX.^2+SY.^2) < SouR; 
            CSindx = find(Splane); %% get indices for point sources inside source radius SouR 
  
            if Sn == 1;  
                Sindx = CSindx; 
            else 
                Sindx = setdiff(CSindx, PSindx); 
            end 
  
            sN = length(Sindx); %%Point Source Number simulated between i)th radius and i+1)th radius 
  
            for s = 1:sN 
  
                Sx = SX(Sindx(s)); 
                Sy = SY(Sindx(s));         
                fprintf('Simulating for point source of [%gum,%gum]...', Sx*1e6,Sy*1e6) 
  
                %%construct the object field 
                OPDillumi = IllumiM1(fColl,xrS,yrS,Sx,Sy); %%generate illumination field 
                EOIfield =exp(i*(2*pi/lambda)*(OPDillumi+TransFactor*rough)); 
                Ei = calEi2(NPSF, EOIfield, CutP); 
                SumIr = SumIr + Ei.*conj(Ei); 
                cSN = cSN + 1; 
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                clear('EOIfield') 
                fprintf('...s%g/%g/%g\n',s, sN, tSN); 
                 
            end 
  
            tSN = tSN - sN; 
  
            SR = num2str((SouR-1e-9)*1e6); 
            Sarray = [Sarray; cSN]; 
            Ir = SumIr/cSN; 
             
%             fprintf('\nSaved Irradiance for Source Radius of %s[um]\n\n',SR); 
  
            PSindx = CSindx; 
            Contrast(Re,De,Sn) = std2(SumIr)/mean2(SumIr); 
            CF(De,Sn) = ((fsystem/fColl)/DEpR(De)*SouD(Sn));%coherence factor 
             
            fprintf('\n\n Simulating with roughness #%s of pupil #%s/%g\n\n',RE, DE, Para); 
  
        end 
         
        fprintf('\n\n Simulating with pupil #%s\n\n',DE); 
  
%         Contrast(Re, De) = std2(Ir)/mean2(Ir);  
  
    end 
  
    cPSFw(1,De) = psfzero*2*1e6/abs(Mag); %cPSF width in an object space 
     
  
end 
  
SD = num2str(SigmaN); 
Hurst = num2str(PSDinfo(2)); 
CL = num2str(PSDinfo(3)*1e6); 
DEpsave = DEpR*1e3; 
  
Fname11     = ['SD(' SD 'W)H(' Hurst ')CL(' CL 'um).mat']; 
FnameS1     = fullfile(PathName, [Fname1 Fname11]); 
save(FnameS1, 'DEpsave','cPSFw','CF','SouD','Contrast'); 
  
% clear 
toc 

 

E.2. MATLAB functions 

All MATLAB functions called by scripts in F.1.are presented.    

function [Zp, Mag] = FindZpMag(SecondF, CondenserF,zo,PupilM) 
  
%%System: FirstF, t1, SecondF, CondenserF 
%%The distance between SecondF and CondenserF is determined by PupilM under 
%%the assumption of that the stop is on the secondF 
  
if nargin < 3; zo = -SecondF; PupilM = -1.5; end 
if nargin < 4; PupilM = -1.5; end 
  
n = 1; 
  
t = -CondenserF*(1/PupilM-1); %% thickness between second fly and condenser 
  
 [TotalF,d,dp] = paraxial('?',SecondF,CondenserF,t,n); 
  
% [TotalF,d,dp] = paraxial('?',FirstF,S2F,t,n); 
  
Zo = zo-d; 
Zi = Zo*TotalF/(TotalF+Zo); 
Mag = Zi/Zo; 
  
zp = t*CondenserF/(CondenserF-t); %% distance from Xp to RPP of condenser 
Zp = zp+dp+Zi; %% distance from Xp to image plane 
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function output = oddarray(HalfL, Dx) 
  
HalfN           = round(HalfL/Dx); 
xfront          = -Dx*HalfN:Dx:-Dx; 
xafter          = Dx:Dx:Dx*HalfN; 
  
output          =[xfront, 0, xafter]; 
 

 

function [CorrelRI,uniNoCol,uniCol] = 
SpeckleUni2D(lamda,field,SeidalCoeff,meanR,Ralpha,Rbeta,urF,CPSF) 
  
% this function returns Gaussian speckle uniformity from given paramaters. 
  
% field: (xi, yi); image position. -sqrt(0.5)<(xi,yi)<sqrt(0.5); 
% SeidalCoeff: (W100, W111, W020, W040, W220, W131, W311, W222) units are lamda 
% field: (xi, yi) 
  
xi = field(1); 
yi = field(2); 
[ThetaI,RhoI] = cart2pol(xi,yi); 
  
W100 = SeidalCoeff(1); 
W111 = SeidalCoeff(2); 
W020 = SeidalCoeff(3); 
W040 = SeidalCoeff(4); 
W220 = SeidalCoeff(5); 
W131 = SeidalCoeff(6); 
W311 = SeidalCoeff(7); 
W222 = SeidalCoeff(8); 
  
% W100 = SeidalCoeff(1); 
% W020 = SeidalCoeff(2); 
% W040 = SeidalCoeff(3); 
% W220 = SeidalCoeff(4); 
% W222 = SeidalCoeff(5); 
  
N = length(urF); 
xp = linspace(-1,1,N); 
yp = xp; 
  
%%% pupil coordinates 
[Xp,Yp] = meshgrid(xp,yp); 
[ThetaP,RhoP] = cart2pol(Xp, Yp); 
RhoP = RhoP./max(max(RhoP)); 
  
Theta = ThetaP-ThetaI; 
  
Aberfcn = W100 + W020*RhoP.^2 + W111*(RhoI.*RhoP.*cos(Theta)) + W040*RhoP.^4 + ... 
    W220*(RhoI.^2.*RhoP.^2) + W131*(RhoI.*RhoP.^3.*cos(Theta)) + ... 
    W311*(RhoI.^3.*RhoP.*cos(Theta)) + W222*(RhoI.^2.*RhoP.^2.*cos(Theta).^2); 
  
% Aberfcn = W100 + W020*RhoP.^2 + W040*RhoP.^4 + W220*(RhoI.^2.*RhoP.^2) + ... 
%     W222*(RhoI.^2.*RhoP.^2.*cos(Theta).^2); 
  
AberfcnFlip = flipud(fliplr(Aberfcn)); 
AberfcnEven = 0.5*(Aberfcn+AberfcnFlip); 
  
W = (2*pi/lamda).*AberfcnEven;  
  
FSigmaRS = (meanR^2/2)*CPSF.*(Ralpha+cos(2.*W).*Rbeta); 
FSigmaIS = (meanR^2/2)*CPSF.*(Ralpha-cos(2.*W).*Rbeta); 
FCorrelRI = (meanR^2/2)*CPSF.*sin(2.*W).*Rbeta; 
Rmean = meanR*cos(W((N+1)/2,(N+1)/2)); 
Imean = meanR*sin(W((N+1)/2,(N+1)/2)); 
  
SigmaRS = trapz(urF, trapz(urF, FSigmaRS)); 
SigmaIS = trapz(urF, trapz(urF, FSigmaIS)); 
CorrelRI = trapz(urF, trapz(urF, FCorrelRI)); 
% if abs(CorrelRI) < 1e-5; keyboard; end 
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uniNoCol = 
100*sqrt((2*(SigmaRS^2+SigmaIS^2)+4*(Rmean^2*SigmaRS+Imean^2*SigmaIS))/((SigmaRS+SigmaIS+Rmean^2+Imean
^2)^2)); 
uniCol = 
100*sqrt((2*(SigmaRS^2+SigmaIS^2)+4*(Rmean^2*SigmaRS+Imean^2*SigmaIS)+8*Rmean*Imean*CorrelRI+4*CorrelR
I^2)/((SigmaRS+SigmaIS+Rmean^2+Imean^2)^2)); 
 
 

function [Angle, McPSF] = Psi_rho(cPSF, Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi, flag) 
  
%%% cPSF    : unit exit pupil function 
%%% Xip     : spatial frequency coordinates in image space 
%%% rho     : coordinate on the exit pupil for an extended source image 
%%% xi      : coordinate on image plane 
%%% Wcoeffi : Aberration coefficients 
%%%         : [W020, W111, W040, W220, W131, W311, W222] units are waves 
%%% flag    : 11: Psi1_rho1, 12: Psi1_rho2 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
N = length(Xip); 
DXip = Xip(2)-Xip(1); 
Ns = length(rho); 
  
NewXip = NewNurF(Xip, rho); 
Nmax = length(NewXip); 
  
Angle = zeros(Nmax,Ns); 
McPSF = Angle; 
  
[AberEven, AberOdd] = Gen_aberration(xi, Xip, Wcoeffi); 
  
if flag == 11 
    AberAll = -AberEven+AberOdd; 
    fsign = 1; 
else if flag == 12 
        AberAll = AberEven-AberOdd; 
        fsign = 1;  
        xi = -xi; 
    else if flag == 21 
            AberAll = -AberEven+AberOdd; 
            fsign = 1; 
        else if flag == 22 
                AberAll = -AberEven-AberOdd; 
                fsign = -1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
NewAberAll = [zeros(1,(Nmax-N)/2) AberAll zeros(1,(Nmax-N)/2)]'; 
NewcPSF = [zeros(1,(Nmax-N)/2) cPSF zeros(1,(Nmax-N)/2)]'; 
  
for a = 1:Ns 
    Indx = find(rho(a)-DXip/2 <= NewXip & rho(a)+DXip/2 > NewXip); 
    Angle(:,a) =2*pi*(rho(a)*xi+circshift(NewAberAll, [(Indx-(Nmax+1)/2)*fsign 0])); 
    McPSF(:,a) = circshift(NewcPSF, [(Indx-(Nmax+1)/2)*fsign 0]); 
end 
 

 

function output = IntegralComp(Psi_rho1, McPSF1, Psi_rho2, McPSF2, Rfcn, cosine) 
  
%%% Psi_rho1    : Psi with rho1 
%%% McPSF1      : cPSF matrix according to extended source image for rho1 
%%% Psi_rho2    : Psi with rho2 
%%% McPSF2      : cPSF matrix according to extended source image for rho2 
%%% Rfcn        : Ralpha or Rbeta 
%%% rho         : spatial frequency coordinate of the extended source image 
%%% cosine      : 'cos' or 'sin' 
  
% NR = length(Rfcn); 
Ns = min(size(Psi_rho1)); 
  
if strcmp(cosine,'cos') 
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    output = (cos(Psi_rho1).*McPSF1)'*(repmat(Rfcn', 1, Ns).*(cos(Psi_rho2).*McPSF2))-... 
        (sin(Psi_rho1).*McPSF1)'*(repmat(Rfcn', 1, Ns).*(sin(Psi_rho2).*McPSF2)); 
end 
  
if strcmp(cosine,'sin') 
    output = (sin(Psi_rho1).*McPSF1)'*(repmat(Rfcn', 1, Ns).*(cos(Psi_rho2).*McPSF2))+... 
        (cos(Psi_rho1).*McPSF1)'*(repmat(Rfcn', 1, Ns).*(sin(Psi_rho2).*McPSF2)); 
end 
 

 

function [Cr, Ci] = Cal_mean(Xip, rho, xi, Wcoeffi) 
  
%%%Cal_mean : Calculating real and imaginary means 
  
%%% Xip     : spatial frequency coordinates in image space 
%%% rho     : coordinate on the exit pupil for an extended source image 
%%% xi      : coordinate on image plane 
%%% Wcoeffi : Aberration coefficients 
%%%         : [W020, W111, W040, W220, W131, W311, W222] units are waves 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
[AberEven, AberOdd] = Gen_aberration(xi, Xip, Wcoeffi); 
  
DXip = Xip(2)-Xip(1); 
Ns = length(rho); 
Cangle = zeros(1, Ns); 
  
for a = 1:Ns 
    Indx = find(rho(a)-DXip/2 <= Xip & rho(a)+DXip/2 > Xip); 
    Cangle(a) = 2*pi*(-xi*rho(a)+AberEven(Indx)-AberOdd(Indx)); 
end 
  
Cr = cos(Cangle); 
Ci = sin(Cangle); 
 

 

function [AberEven, AberOdd] = Gen_aberration(xi, Xip, Wcoeffi) 
  
%%% xi      : coordinate on image plane 
%%% Xip     : spatial frequency coordinates in image space 
%%% Wcoeffi : Aberration coefficients 
%%%         : [W020, W111, W040, W220, W131, W311, W222] units are waves 
  
  
NXip = Xip./abs(max(Xip)); 
  
W020 = Wcoeffi(1); 
W111 = Wcoeffi(2); 
W040 = Wcoeffi(3); 
W220 = Wcoeffi(4); 
W131 = Wcoeffi(5); 
W311 = Wcoeffi(6); 
W222 = Wcoeffi(7); 
  
RhoI = xi; 
% RhoI = 1; 
  
Theta = 0; 
Aber = W020*NXip.^2 + W111*(RhoI.*NXip.*cos(Theta)) + W040*NXip.^4 + ... 
    W220*(RhoI.^2.*NXip.^2) + W131*(RhoI.*NXip.^3.*cos(Theta)) + ... 
    W311*(RhoI.^3.*NXip.*cos(Theta)) + W222*(RhoI.^2.*NXip.^2.*cos(Theta).^2); 
  
AberFlip = fliplr(Aber); 
AberEven = 0.5*(Aber+AberFlip); 
AberOdd = 0.5*(Aber-AberFlip); 
 

 

function [SpeckleC, Nrho] = SpeckleC_Sou(MRealv, MImagv, MRIv, MIRv, MCr, MCi, rho) 
  
Ns = length(rho); 
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Ds = rho(2)-rho(1); 
  
if (mod(Ns,2) == 0); error('Source arrays should be odd'); end 
  
SC = (Ns+1)/2; 
SpeckleC = zeros(1,SC); 
  
for a1 = 1:SC 
    Nrho = -Ds*(a1-1):Ds:Ds*(a1-1); 
    Realv = MRealv(SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1),SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1)); 
    Imagv = MImagv(SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1),SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1)); 
    RIv = MRIv(SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1),SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1)); 
    IRv = MIRv(SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1),SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1)); 
    Cr = MCr(SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1)); 
    Ci = MCi(SC-(a1-1):SC+(a1-1)); 
    SpeckleC(a1) = Cal_SpeckleC(Realv,Imagv,RIv,IRv,Cr,Ci,Nrho); 
end 
  
Nrho = 0:Ds:Ds*((Ns+1)/2-1); 
 

 

function output = NewNurF(NurF, rho) 
  
% New coordinate of the spatial frequency in image space including the 
% shifting due to extend source image 
  
N = length(NurF); 
Nc = (N+1)/2; 
DNurF = NurF(2)-NurF(1); 
  
Maxindx = find(abs(max(rho))-DNurF/2 <= NurF & abs(max(rho))+DNurF/2 > NurF); 
  
NewNurFP = max(NurF)+DNurF:DNurF:max(NurF)+DNurF*(Maxindx-Nc); 
NewNurFM = min(NurF)-DNurF*(Maxindx-Nc):DNurF:min(NurF)-DNurF; 
output = [NewNurFM NurF NewNurFP]; 
 

 

function Output = IllumiM1(fColl,Pxrx,Pxry,Sx,Sy) 
  
%%% This is for calculating tilt OPD on the plane of the EOI according to point source location 
%%% 'V' indicates vector 
%%% See p36 of research note  
  
% units are [m] 
  
% fColl    : The focal length of collimator 
% Pxrx     : x-coordinate for the EOI  
% Pxry     : y-coordinate for the EOI 
% Sx, Sy   : point source coordinates in extended source plane 
  
Nx              = length(Pxrx); 
Ny              = length(Pxry); 
VRs             = [-Sx,-Sy,0]; % should be minus 
Vz              = [0,0,fColl]; 
Vk              = Vz - VRs; 
Vkh             = Vk./sqrt(Vk(1)^2+Vk(2)^2+Vk(3)^2); 
  
WVkh            = zeros(1,1,3); 
WVkh(1,1,:)     = Vkh; 
WWVkh           = WVkh(ones(Nx,1), ones(Ny,1), :); 
  
EOI             = zeros(Nx,Ny,3); 
  
[PX,PY]         = ndgrid(Pxrx, Pxry); 
EOI(:,:,1)      = PX; 
EOI(:,:,2)      = PY; 
  
Output          = dot(EOI, WWVkh, 3); 
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function ifield = calEi2(NPSF, EOIfield, CutP) 
  
%%Unit is [um] 
  
%%NPSF      : fourier(cPSF). CTF 
%%Infield   : incident field to rough object 
  
%%fourier transform of the phase variation from rough surface 
Nr          = length(EOIfield); 
  
Window = hann(Nr, 'periodic'); 
Window = Window * Window'; 
  
EOIfield    = EOIfield .* Window; 
  
OField      = fourier(EOIfield); 
ifield      = ifourier(OField .* NPSF); 
  
Index = find(0 == Window); 
Window(Index) = 1e-9; 
  
ifield = ifield ./ Window; 
  
ifield      = ifield(1+CutP:Nr-CutP, 1+CutP:Nr-CutP); 
 

 

function rough = genfractal(xr, PSDinfo, Hs) 
  
%% Using circular symmetric correlation function of Fractal surface, 
%% generate fractal rough surface 
  
  
%% L: physical length of the generated roughness 
%% PSDinfo  : PSDinfo(1): standard deviation for correlation L >> L 
%%          : PSDinfo(2): H (self-affine exponent) 
%%          : PSDinfo(3): correlation length 
  
%% Hs: Height Step. 2<Hs<32, Ex) Hs = 3; Generated roughness is scaled 2^3 Height 
%% step. No input for Hs means no scaling. 
  
% tic 
  
if length(PSDinfo) ~= 3; errors('PSDinfo has 3 elements'); end 
if (nargin==3) && (Hs<2) && (Hs>32); errors('Hs should be 1< <32'); end 
  
% PSDinfo = single(PSDinfo); 
  
Nr = length(xr); 
Dxr = xr(2) - xr(1); 
L = xr(Nr)*2; 
  
SampleN = zeros(40,1); 
Indx = 0; 
  
for a=1:5 
    for b=1:4; 
        for c=1:2 
        Indx = Indx + 1; 
        SampleN(Indx) = 3^a*5^b*7^c; 
        end 
    end 
end 
SampleN = sort(SampleN); 
  
NewNr = 2*((PSDinfo(3)*5)/Dxr)+Nr; 
N = SampleN(find(SampleN > NewNr, 1 )); 
  
sEOIr = Dxr*((N-rem(N,2))/2); 
nxr = oddarray(sEOIr,Dxr);  
  
N = length(nxr); 
  
DNr = (N-Nr)/2; 
  
rougho = randn(N, N); 
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rougho = single(rougho); 
Rougho = fourier(rougho); 
  
[X,Y] = meshgrid(nxr,nxr); 
R = sqrt(X.^2+Y.^2); 
R = single(R); 
  
correl = (PSDinfo(1)^2)* exp(-(R/PSDinfo(3)).^(2*PSDinfo(2))); 
correl = double(correl); 
Correl = fourier(correl); 
Correl = single(Correl); 
Correl = sqrt(Correl); 
  
Roughi = Correl.*Rougho; 
rough = ifourier(Roughi); 
  
rough = rough(DNr+1:DNr+Nr, DNr+1:DNr+Nr); 
  
% The SD of the generated roughness should be SD(L) 
% SD(L) is from the appoximated Eq (5.3) in Phy. Rev. B, 48,p14472 (1993)   
  
SigmaHL = PSDinfo(1)*(1+(2*pi*PSDinfo(3))^2/2/PSDinfo(2))^-(PSDinfo(2)/2); 
  
if nargin == 3; 
%     keyboard 
    rough = double(rough); 
    Max = max(max(rough)); 
    Min = min(min(rough)); 
    V = max(Max, -Min); 
    rough = uencode(rough, Hs, V, 'signed'); 
    rough = single(rough); 
    rough = rough - mean2(rough); 
end 
    
rough = rough.*(SigmaHL/std2(rough)); 
  
% toc 
 

 

function output = fourier(input, n) 
  
%% n is the number of array for padding to one side. 
  
dim = size(input); 
  
%For odd data points, ifftshift-fftshift should be done with no error. 
%For even data points, either one gives same result 
  
  
if dim(2) > dim(1) 
    Indim   = dim(1); 
    if nargin == 2 
        padN1d  = [0,n]; 
    end 
else 
    Indim   = dim(2); 
    if nargin == 2 
        padN1d  = [n,0]; 
    end 
end 
  
  
if Indim == 1 
    if nargin == 2  
        input   = padarray(input, padN1d); 
    end 
    input = ifftshift(input); 
    output = fft(input); 
    output = fftshift(output); 
else 
    if nargin == 2  
        input   = padarray(input, [n,n]);  
    end 
    input = ifftshift(input); 
    output = fft2(input); 
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    output = fftshift(output); 
end 
 

 

function output = ifourier(input, n) 
  
%% n is the number of array for padding to one side. 
  
dim = size(input); 
number = length(input); 
  
if dim(2) > dim(1) 
    Indim   = dim(1); 
    if nargin == 2 
        padN1d  = [0,n]; 
    end 
else 
    Indim   = dim(2); 
    if nargin == 2 
        padN1d  = [n,0]; 
    end 
end 
  
if mod(number, 2) == 0 %For even data, fftshift gives zero error and ifftshift gives very small error 
    if Indim == 1 
        if nargin == 2  
            input = padarray(input, padN1d);  
        end 
        input = fftshift(input); 
        output = ifft(input); 
        output = ifftshift(output); 
    else 
        if nargin == 2  
            input = padarray(input, [n,n]);  
        end 
        input = fftshift(input); 
        output = ifft2(input); 
        output = ifftshift(output); 
    end 
else % For odd data should be ifftshift-fftshift 
    if Indim == 1 
        if nargin == 2  
            input = padarray(input, padN1d);  
        end 
        input = ifftshift(input); 
        output = ifft(input); 
        output = fftshift(output); 
    else 
        if nargin == 2  
            input = padarray(input, [n,n]);  
        end 
        input = ifftshift(input); 
        output = ifft2(input); 
        output = fftshift(output); 
    end 
end 
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